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(57) ABSTRACT 

The present invention provides GPCR polypeptides and poly 
nucleotides, recombinant materials, and transgenic mice, as 
well as methods for their production. The polypeptides and 
polynucleotides are useful, for example, in methods of diag 
nosis and treatment of diseases and disorders. The invention 
also provides methods for identifying compounds (e.g., ago 
nists or antagonists) using the GPCR polypeptides and poly 
nucleotides of the invention, and for treating conditions asso 
ciated with GPCR dysfunction with the GPCR polypeptides, 
polynucleotides, or identified compounds. The invention also 
provides diagnostic assays for detecting diseases or disorders 
associated with inappropriate GPCR activity or levels. 
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GPROTEIN COUPLED RECEPTORS AND 
USES THEREOF 

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is a continuation-in-part of U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 10/527,265, filed Jan. 26, 2006, 
now pending, which is a U.S. national stage application of 
PCT Patent Application No. PCT/US03/28226, filed Sep. 9, 
2003, which claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C. S 119(e) of 
U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/409,303, filed 
Sep. 9, 2002, and U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 
60/461.329, filed Apr. 9, 2003. This application claims the 
benefit under 35 U.S.C. S 119(e) of U.S. Provisional Patent 
Application No. 60/859,469, filed Nov. 15, 2006, U.S. Pro 
visional Patent Application No. 60/859,473, filed Nov. 15, 
2006, and U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/859, 
470, filed Nov. 15, 2006, where all of the above applications 
are incorporated herein by reference in their entireties. 

STATEMENT REGARDING SEQUENCE 
LISTING 

0002 The Sequence Listing associated with this applica 
tion is provided in text format in lieu of a paper copy, and is 
hereby incorporated by reference into the specification. The 
name of the text file containing the Sequence Listing is 
700128 401C1 SEQUENCE LISTING..txt. The text file is 
4,998 KB, was created on Nov. 15, 2007, and is being sub 
mitted electronically via EFS-Web, concurrent with the filing 
of the specification. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003. The invention relates to the fields of medicine and 
drug discovery. 
0004 Mammalian G protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) 
constitute a superfamily of diverse proteins with thousands of 
members. GPCRs act as receptors for a multitude of different 
signals. Chemosensory GPCRs (csGPCR) are receptors for 
sensory signals of external origin that are sensed as odors, 
pheromones, or tastes. Most other GPCRs respond to endog 
enous signals, such as peptides, lipids, neurotransmitters, or 
nucleotides. GPCRs falling in the latter group are involved in 
numerous physiological processes, including the regulation 
of neuronal excitability, metabolism, reproduction, develop 
ment, hormonal homeostasis, and behavior, and are differen 
tially expressed in many cell types in the body. 
0005 Of all currently marketed drugs, greater than 30% 
are modulators of specific GPCRs. Only 10% of GPCRs 
(excluding cSGPCRs) are targeted by these drugs, emphasiz 
ing the potential of the remaining 90% of the gene family for 
the treatment of human disease. 
0006. Despite the importance of GPCRs in physiology and 
disease, the size of the GPCR superfamily is still uncertain. 
Analyses of genome sequences have generated markedly var 
ied estimates (Venter, J. C. et al., Science 291, 1304-51 
(2001); Lander, E. S. et al., Nature 409, 860-921 (2001): 
Takeda, S. et al., FEBS Lett 520,97-101 (2002)). In addition, 
while most GPCRs are known to be selectively expressed in 
subsets of cells, the expression patterns of most GPCRs are 
incomplete or unknown. Thus, there is a need for GPCR 
polypeptides, polynucleotides, antibodies, genetic models, 
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and modulating compounds for use in the treatment and diag 
nosis of a wide variety of disorders and diseases. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0007. The present invention provides GPCR polypeptides 
and polynucleotides, recombinant materials, and transgenic 
mice, as well as methods for their production. The polypep 
tides and polynucleotides are useful, for example, in methods 
of diagnosis and treatment of diseases and disorders. The 
invention also provides methods for identifying compounds 
(e.g., agonists or antagonists) using the GPCR polypeptides 
and polynucleotides of the invention, and for treating condi 
tions associated with GPCR dysfunction with the GPCR 
polypeptides, polynucleotides, or identified compounds. The 
invention also provides diagnostic assays for detecting dis 
eases or disorders associated with inappropriate GPCR activ 
ity or levels. 
0008. In one aspect, the invention features a variety of 
substantially pure GPCR polypeptides. Such polypeptides 
include: (a) polypeptides including a polypeptide sequence 
having at least 90%, 95%, 97%, 98%, or 99% identity to a 
polypeptide listed in Table 2; (b) polypeptides that include a 
polypeptide listed in Table 2; (c) polypeptides having at least 
90%.95%,97%.98%, or 99% sequence identity to a polypep 
tide listed in Table 2; and (d) polypeptides listed in Table 2. 
0009 Polypeptides of the present invention also include 
variants of the aforementioned polypeptides, including all 
allelic forms and splice variants. Such polypeptides vary from 
the reference polypeptide by insertions, deletions, and sub 
stitutions that may be conservative or non-conservative, or 
any combination thereof. Particularly desirable variants are 
those in which several, for instance from 50 to 30, from 30 to 
20, from 20 to 10, from 10 to 5, from 5 to 3, from 3 to 2, or 
from 2 to I amino acids are inserted, substituted, or deleted, in 
any combination. 
0010 Polypeptides of the present invention also include 
polypeptides that include an amino acid sequence having at 
least 30, 50, or 100 contiguous amino acids from any of the 
polypeptides listed in Table 2. Polypeptides of the invention 
are desirably biologically active or are antigenic or immuno 
genic in an animal, especially in a human. 
0011. The polypeptides of the present invention may be in 
the form of the “mature' polypeptide, or may be a part of a 
larger polypeptide Such as a precursor or a fusion protein. It is 
often advantageous to include an additional amino acid 
sequence that contains secretory or leader sequences, pro 
sequences, sequences that aid in purification, for instance 
multiple histidine residues, or an additional sequence for 
stability during recombinant production. 
0012 Polypeptides of the present invention can be pre 
pared in any Suitable manner, for instance by isolation from 
naturally occurring sources, from genetically engineered host 
cells comprising expression systems, or by chemical synthe 
sis, using for instance automated peptide synthesizers, or a 
combination of Such methods. For example, polypeptides of 
the invention may be produced by expressing in a cell (e.g., a 
yeast, bacterial, mammalian, or insect cell) a vector contain 
ing a polynucleotide that encodes a GPCR of the invention 
under condition in which the polypeptide (e.g., one listed in 
Table 2) is expressed. Means for preparing such polypeptides 
are well understood in the art. 
0013. In another aspect, the invention features substan 

tially pure GPCR polynucleotides. Such polynucleotides 
include: (a) polynucleotides that include a polynucleotide 
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sequence having at least 90%. 95%, 97%, 98%, or 99% 
sequence identity to a polynucleotide listed in Table 2; (b) 
polynucleotides that include a polynucleotide sequence hav 
ing at least 90%, 95%, 97%, 98%, or 99% sequence identity 
to the reverse complement of polynucleotide listed in Table 2: 
(c) polynucleotides that include a polynucleotide listed in 
Table 2; (d) polynucleotides that are the reverse complement 
of polynucleotide listed in Table 2: (e) polynucleotides hav 
ing at least 90%, 95%, 97%, 98%, or 99% sequence identity 
to a polynucleotide listed in Table 2: (f) polynucleotides hav 
ing at least 90%, 95%, 97%, 98%, or 99% sequence identity 
to the reverse complement of polynucleotide listed in Table 2: 
(g) polynucleotides listed in Table 2: (h) reverse complement 
of polynucleotides listed in Table 2: (i) polynucleotides that 
include a polynucleotide sequence encoding a polypeptide 
sequence having at least 90%. 95%, 97%, 98%, or 99% iden 
tity to a polypeptide listed in Table 2: (i) polynucleotides 
including a nucleotide sequence encoding a polypeptide 
listed in Table2; and (k) polynucleotides encoding a polypep 
tide listed in Table 2. Preferred GPCR polynucleotides of the 
present invention have at least 15, 30, 50 or 100 contiguous 
nucleotides from any of the polynucleotides listed in Table 2. 
0014. In one embodiment, the polynucleotide is operably 
linked to a promoter for expression of the polypeptide 
encoded by the polynucleotide. In certain embodiments, the 
promoter is a constitutive promoter, is inducible by one or 
more external agents, or is cell-type specific. 
0015. In another aspect, the invention features a vector that 
includes a GPCR polynucleotide of the invention, the vector 
being capable of directing expression of the polypeptide 
encoded by the polynucleotide in a vector-containing cell. 
0016. In another aspect, the invention features a method of 
preventing or treating a neurological disease or disorder, 
including introducing into a human an expression vector that 
includes a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypep 
tide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in any one 
of Tables 3-14 and 33, operably linked to a promoter. 
0017. In still another aspect, the invention features a 
method of treating or preventing a neurological disease or 
disorder, including administering to an animal (e.g., a human) 
a compound that modulates the biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
any one of Tables 3-14 and 33. 
0018. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a neuro 
logical disease or disorder. This method includes the steps of 
(a) providing a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in any one of Tables 3-14 and 33; (b) 
contacting the GPCR polypeptide with the candidate com 
pound; and (c) measuring biological activity of the GPCR 
polypeptide, wherein altered biological activity, relative to 
that of the GPCR polypeptide not contacted with the com 
pound, indicates that the candidate compound may be useful 
for the treatment of a neurological disease or disorder. The 
GPCR polypeptide can be in a cell or may be in a cell-free 
assay system. 
0019. In yet another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a neuro 
logical disease or disorder. This method includes the steps of 
(a) providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a 
knock-out mouse) having a disruption in a nucleic acid mol 
ecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to 
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a polypeptide listed in any one of Tables 3-14 and 33; (b) 
contacting the transgenic non-human mammal with the can 
didate compound; and (c) measuring biological activity of the 
GPCR polypeptide in the transgenic non-human mammal, 
wherein altered biological activity, relative to that of the 
transgenic non-human mammal not contacted with the com 
pound, indicates that the candidate compound may be useful 
for the treatment of a neurological disease or disorder. 
0020. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a neuro 
logical disease or disorder. This method includes the steps of 
(a) providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a 
mouse) overexpressing a nucleic acid molecule encoding a 
GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a polypeptide 
listed in any one of Tables 3-14 and 33; (b) contacting the 
transgenic non-human mammal with the candidate com 
pound; and (c) measuring biological activity of the GPCR 
polypeptide in the transgenic non-human mammal, wherein 
altered biological activity, relative to that of the GPCR 
polypeptide in the transgenic non-human mammal not con 
tacted with the compound, indicates that the candidate com 
pound may be useful for the treatment of a neurological 
disease or disorder. 

0021. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a neurological disease or disor 
der. This method includes (a) providing a nucleic acid mol 
ecule comprising a promoter from a gene encoding a GPCR 
polypeptide listed in any one of Tables 3-14 and 33, the 
promoter operably linked to a reporter system; (b) contacting 
the nucleic acid molecule with the candidate compound; and 
(c) measuring reporter activity, wherein altered reporter 
activity, relative to a nucleic acid molecule not contacted with 
the compound, indicates that the candidate compound may be 
useful for the treatment of a neurological disease or disorder. 
0022. In another aspect, the invention features yet another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a neurological disease or disor 
der. This method includes the steps of: (a) providing a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
any one of Tables 3-14 and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide 
with the candidate compound; and (c) measuring interaction 
between the candidate compound and the polypeptide. Inter 
action between the compound and the polypeptide indicates 
that the candidate compound may be useful for the treatment 
of a neurological disease or disorder. 
0023. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a neurological disease or disor 
der. This method includes (a) providing a GPCR polypeptide 
Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in any one of 
Tables 3-14 and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with the 
candidate compound; and (c) measuring the half-life of the 
polypeptide, wherein a change in the half-life of the polypep 
tide, relative to that of the polypeptide not contacted with the 
compound, indicates that the candidate compound may be 
useful for the treatment of a neurological disease or disorder. 
Preferably, the GPCR polypeptide is in a cell or a cell free 
assay system. 
0024. In another aspect, the invention features a method 
for determining whether a patient has an increased risk for 
developing a neurological disease or disorder. The method 
includes the step of determining whether the patient has a 
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mutation in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in one of 
Tables 3-14 and 33, wherein presence of the mutation indi 
cates that the patient has an increased risk for developing a 
neurological disease or disorder. 
0025. In a related aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a neurological disease or disorder. This 
method includes the step of determining whether the patient 
has a polymorphism in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in 
any one of Tables 3-14 and 33, wherein presence of the 
polymorphism indicates that the patient has an increased risk 
for developing a neurological disease or disorder. 
0026. In either of these two methods, the mutation or poly 
morphism is preferably associated with an alteration (for 
example, a decrease) in the expression level or biological 
activity of the polypeptide. 
0027. In another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a neurological disease or disorder. The 
method includes measuring biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide from the patient that is substantially identical to 
a polypeptide listed in any one of Tables 3-14 and 33, wherein 
increased or decreased levels in the GPCR biological activity, 
relative to normal levels, indicates that the patient has an 
increased risk for developing a neurological disease or disor 
der. 
0028. In still another aspect, the invention features yet 
another method for determining whether a patient has an 
increased risk for developing a neurological disease or disor 
der. The method includes the step of measuring the patient's 
expression level of a polypeptide listed in any one of Tables 
3-14 and 33, wherein an alteration in the expression, relative 
to normal, indicates that the patient has an increased risk for 
developing a neurological disease or disorder. Preferably, the 
expression levels are determined by measuring levels of 
polypeptide or mRNA. 
0029. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
adrenal gland. This method includes (a) providing a nucleic 
acid molecule comprising a promoter from a gene encoding a 
GPCR polypeptide listed in Tables 15 and 33, the promoter 
operably linked to a reporter system; (b) contacting the 
nucleic acid molecule with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring reporter activity, wherein altered reporter activity, 
relative to a nucleic acid molecule not contacted with the 
compound, indicates that the candidate compound may be 
useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the adrenal 
gland. 
0030. In another aspect, the invention features yet another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
adrenal gland. This method includes the steps of: (a) provid 
ing a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a polypep 
tide listed in Tables 15 and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide 
with the candidate compound; and (c) measuring interaction 
of the candidate compound to the polypeptide. Interaction of 
the compound to the polypeptide indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the adrenal gland. 
0031. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
adrenal gland. This method includes (a) providing a GPCR 
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polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 15 and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with the 
candidate compound; and (c) measuring the half-life of the 
polypeptide, wherein an alteration in the half-life of the 
polypeptide, relative to that of the polypeptide not contacted 
with the compound, indicates that the candidate compound 
may be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
adrenal gland. Preferably the GPCR polypeptide is in a cell or 
a cell free assay system. 
0032. In another aspect, the invention features a method 
for determining whether a patient has an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the adrenal gland. The 
method includes the step of determining whether the patient 
has a mutation in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 15 and 33, wherein presence of the mutation indicates 
that the patient has an increased risk for developing a disease 
or disorder of the adrenal gland. 
0033. In a related aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the adrenal gland. 
This method includes the step of determining whether the 
patient has a polymorphism in a gene encoding a polypeptide 
listed in Tables 15 and 33, wherein presence of the polymor 
phism indicates that the patient may have an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the adrenal gland. 
0034. In either of these two methods, the mutation or poly 
morphism is preferably associated with an alteration (for 
example, a decrease) in the biological activity of the polypep 
tide. 

0035. In another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the adrenal gland. 
The method includes measuring biological activity of a 
GPCR polypeptide from the patient that is substantially iden 
tical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 15 and 33, wherein 
increased or decreased levels in the GPCR biological activity, 
relative to normal levels, indicates that the patient has an 
increased risk for developing a disease or disorder of the 
adrenal gland. 
0036. In still another aspect, the invention features yet 
another method for determining whether a patient has an 
increased risk for developing a disease or disorder of the 
adrenal gland. The method includes the step of measuring the 
patient's expression levels of a polypeptide listed in Tables 15 
and 33, wherein altered levels in the expression, relative to 
normal, indicate that the patient has an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the adrenal gland. Prefer 
ably, the expression levels are determined by measuring lev 
els of polypeptide or mRNA. 
0037. In another aspect, the invention features a non-hu 
man mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a transgene that 
includes a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 15. 
0038. In yet another aspect, the invention features a non 
human mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a mutation in a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 15. 
0039. In a related aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a transgene that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 15. 
0040. In another aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a mutation in a nucleic acid 
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molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identi 
cal to a polypeptide listed in Table 15. 
0041. In another aspect, the invention features a method of 
preventing or treating a disease of the colon including intro 
ducing into a human an expression vector that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 16 and 33, 
operably linked to a promoter. 
0042. In still another aspect, the invention features a 
method of treating or preventing a disease of the colon includ 
ing administering to an animal (e.g., a human) a compound 
that modulates the biological activity of a GPCR polypeptide 
substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 16 and 
33. 

0043. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the colon. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 16 and 33; (b) contacting the 
GPCR polypeptide with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide, 
wherein altered biological activity, relative to that of the 
GPCR polypeptide not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder of the colon. The GPCR 
polypeptide can be in a cell or in a cell-free assay System. 
0044. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the colon. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a knock 
out mouse) having a disruption in a nucleic acid molecule 
encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 16 and 33; (b) contacting the 
transgenic non-human mammal with the candidate com 
pound; 
0045 and (c) measuring biological activity of the GPCR 
polypeptide in the transgenic non-human mammal, wherein 
altered biological activity, relative to that of the transgenic 
non-human mammal not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder of the colon. 
0046. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the colon. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a mouse) 
overexpressing a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 16 and 33; (b) contacting the GPCR polypeptide with 
the candidate compound; and (c) measuring biological activ 
ity of the GPCR polypeptide in the transgenic non-human 
mammal, wherein altered biological activity, relative to that 
of the transgenic non-human mammal not contacted with the 
compound, indicates that the candidate compound may be 
useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the colon. 
0047. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
colon. This method includes (a) providing a nucleic acid 
molecule comprising a promoter from a gene encoding a 
GPCR polypeptide listed in Tables 16 and 33, the promoter 
operably linked to a reporter system; (b) contacting the 
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nucleic acid molecule with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring reporter activity, wherein altered reporter activity, 
relative to a nucleic acid molecule not contacted with the 
compound, indicates that the candidate compound may be 
useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the colon. 
0048. In another aspect, the invention features yet another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
colon. This method includes the steps of: (a) providing a 
GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a polypeptide 
listed in Tables 16 and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with 
the candidate compound; and (c) measuring interaction of the 
candidate compound to the polypeptide. Interaction of the 
compound to the polypeptide indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the colon. 
0049. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
colon. This method includes (a) providing a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 16 
and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with the candidate 
compound; and (c) measuring the half-life of the polypeptide, 
wherein an alteration in the half-life of the polypeptide, rela 
tive to that of the polypeptide not contacted with the com 
pound, indicates that the candidate compound may be useful 
for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the colon. Pref 
erably the GPCR polypeptide is in a cell or a cell free assay 
system. 
0050. In another aspect, the invention features a method 
for determining whether a patient has an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the colon. The method 
includes the step of determining whether the patient has a 
mutation in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in Tables 16 
and 33, wherein presence of the mutation indicates that the 
patient has an increased risk for developing a disease or 
disorder of the colon. 
0051. In a related aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the colon. This 
method includes the step of determining whether the patient 
has a polymorphism in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 16 and 33, wherein presence of the polymorphism 
indicates that the patient may have an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the colon. 
0052. In either of these two methods, the mutation or poly 
morphism is preferably associated with an alteration (for 
example, a decrease) in the biological activity of the polypep 
tide. 

0053. In another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the colon. The 
method includes measuring biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide from the patient that is substantially identical to 
a polypeptide listed in Tables 16 and 33, wherein increased or 
decreased levels in the GPCR biological activity, relative to 
normal levels, indicate that the patient may have an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the colon. 
0054. In still another aspect, the invention features yet 
another method for determining whether a patient has an 
increased risk for developing a disease or disorder of the 
colon. The method includes the step of measuring the 
patient's expression levels of a polypeptide listed in Tables 16 
and 33, wherein altered levels in the expression, relative to 
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normal, indicate that the patient has an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the colon. Preferably, the 
expression levels are determined by measuring levels of 
polypeptide or mRNA. 
0055. In another aspect, the invention features a non-hu 
man mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a transgene that 
includes a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 16. 
0056. In yet another aspect, the invention features a non 
human mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a mutation in a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 16. 
0057. In a related aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a transgene that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 16. 
0058. In another aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a mutation in a nucleic acid 
molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identi 
cal to a polypeptide listed in Table 16. 
0059. In another aspect, the invention features a method of 
preventing or treating cardiovascular disease, including intro 
ducing into a human an expression vector that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 17 and 33, 
operably linked to a promoter. 
0060. In still another aspect, the invention features a 
method of treating or preventing cardiovascular disease, 
including administering to an animal (e.g., a human) a com 
pound that modulates the biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 17 and 33. 
0061. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a cardio 
vascular disease or disorder. This method includes the steps of 
(a) providing a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 17 and 33; (b) contacting the 
GPCR polypeptide with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide, 
wherein altered biological activity, relative to that of the 
GPCR polypeptide not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a cardiovascular disease or disorder. The GPCR 
polypeptide can be in a cell or in a cell-free assay System. 
0062. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a cardio 
vascular disease or disorder. This method includes the steps of 
(a) providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a 
knock-out mouse) having a disruption in a nucleic acid mol 
ecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to 
a polypeptide listed in Tables 17 and 33; (b) contacting the 
transgenic non-human mammal with the candidate com 
pound, and (c) measuring biological activity of the GPCR 
polypeptide in the transgenic non-human mammal, wherein 
altered biological activity, relative to that of the transgenic 
non-human mammal not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a cardiovascular disease or disorder. 
0063. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a cardio 
vascular disease or disorder. This method includes the steps of 
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(a) providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a 
mouse) overexpressing a nucleic acid molecule encoding a 
GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a polypeptide 
listed in Tables 17 and 33; (b) contacting the transgenic non 
human mammal with the candidate compound; and (c) mea 
suring biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide in the 
transgenic non-human mammal, wherein altered biological 
activity, relative to that of the transgenic non-human mammal 
not contacted with the compound, indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a cardiovascular 
disease or disorder. 

0064. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a cardiovascular disease or 
disorder. This method includes (a) providing a nucleic acid 
molecule comprising a promoter from a gene encoding a 
GPCR polypeptide listed in Tables 17 and 33, the promoter 
operably linked to a reporter system; (b) contacting the 
nucleic acid molecule with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring reporter activity, wherein altered reporter activity, 
relative to a nucleic acid molecule not contacted with the 
compound, indicates that the candidate compound may be 
useful for the treatment of a cardiovascular disease or disor 
der. 
0065. In another aspect, the invention features yet another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a cardiovascular disease or 
disorder. This method includes the steps of: (a) providing a 
GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a polypeptide 
listed in Tables 17 and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with 
the candidate compound; and (c) measuring interaction of the 
candidate compound to the polypeptide. Interaction of the 
compound to the polypeptide indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a cardiovascular 
disease or disorder. 

0066. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a cardiovascular disease or 
disorder. This method includes (a) providing a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 17 and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with the 
candidate compound; and (c) measuring the half-life of the 
polypeptide, wherein an alteration in the half-life of the 
polypeptide, relative to that of the polypeptide not contacted 
with the compound, indicates that the candidate compound 
may be useful for the treatment of a cardiovascular disease or 
disorder. Preferably the GPCR polypeptide is in a cellor a cell 
free assay system. 
0067. In another aspect, the invention features a method 
for determining whether a patient has an increased risk for 
developing a cardiovascular disease or disorder. The method 
includes the step of determining whether the patient has a 
mutation in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in Tables 17 
and 33, wherein presence of the mutation indicates that the 
patient may have an increased risk for developing a cardio 
vascular disease or disorder. 

0068. In a related aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a cardiovascular disease or disorder. This 
method includes the step of determining whether the patient 
has a polymorphism in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 17 and 33, wherein presence of the polymorphism 
indicates that the patient may have an increased risk for 
developing a cardiovascular disease or disorder. 
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0069. In either of these two methods, the mutation or poly 
morphism is preferably associated with an alteration (for 
example, a decrease) in the biological activity of the polypep 
tide. 
0070. In another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a cardiovascular disease or disorder. The 
method includes measuring biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide from the patient that is substantially identical to 
a polypeptide listed in Tables 17 and 33, wherein increased or 
decreased levels in the GPCR biological activity, relative to 
normal levels, indicate that the patient may have an increased 
risk for developing a cardiovascular disease or disorder. 
0071. In still another aspect, the invention features yet 
another method for determining whether a patient has an 
increased risk for developing a cardiovascular disease or dis 
order. The method includes the step of measuring the patient's 
expression levels of a polypeptide listed in Tables 17 and 33, 
wherein altered levels in the expression, relative to normal, 
indicate that the patient has an increased risk for developing a 
cardiovascular disease or disorder. Preferably, the expression 
levels are determined by measuring levels of polypeptide or 
mRNA. One preferred cardiovascular disease that can be 
treated or diagnosed using the methods of the invention or for 
which candidate therapeutic compounds may be identified is 
coronary artery disease. 
0072. In another aspect, the invention features a non-hu 
man mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a transgene that 
includes a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 17. 
0073. In yet another aspect, the invention features a non 
human mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a mutation in a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 17. 
0074. In a related aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a transgene that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 17. 
0075. In another aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a mutation in a nucleic acid 
molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identi 
cal to a polypeptide listed in Table 17. 
0076. In another aspect, the invention features a method of 
preventing or treating a disease of the intestine including 
introducing into a human an expression vector that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 18 and 33, 
operably linked to a promoter. 
0077. In still another aspect, the invention features a 
method of treating or preventing a disease of the intestine 
including administering to an animal (e.g., a human) a com 
pound that modulates the biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 18 and 33. 
0078. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the intestine. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 18 and 33; (b) contacting the 
GPCR polypeptide with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide, 
wherein altered biological activity, relative to that of the 
GPCR polypeptide not contacted with the compound, indi 
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cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder of the intestine. The GPCR 
polypeptide can be in a cell or in a cell-free assay System. 
0079. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the intestine. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a knock 
out mouse) having a disruption in a nucleic acid molecule 
encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 18 and 33; (b) contacting the 
transgenic non-human mammal with the candidate com 
pound; and (c) measuring biological activity of the GPCR 
polypeptide in the transgenic non-human mammal, wherein 
altered biological activity, relative to that of the transgenic 
non-human mammal not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder of the intestine. 
0080. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the intestine. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a mouse) 
overexpressing a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 18 and 33; (b) contacting the transgenic non-human 
mammal with the candidate compound; and (c) measuring 
biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide in the transgenic 
non-human mammal, wherein altered biological activity, 
relative to that of the transgenic non-human mammal not 
contacted with the compound, indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the intestine. 

I0081. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
intestine. This method includes (a) providing a nucleic acid 
molecule comprising a promoter from a gene encoding a 
GPTR polypeptide listed in Tables 18 and 33, the promoter 
operably linked to a reporter system; (b) contacting the 
nucleic acid molecule with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring reporter activity, wherein altered reporter activity, 
relative to a nucleic acid molecule not contacted with the 
compound, indicates that the candidate compound may be 
useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the intes 
tine. 

I0082 In another aspect, the invention features yet another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
intestine. This method includes the steps of: (a) providing a 
GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a polypeptide 
listed in Tables 18 and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with 
the candidate compound; and (c) measuring interaction of the 
candidate compound to the polypeptide. Interaction of the 
compound to the polypeptide indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the intestine. 

I0083. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
intestine. This method includes (a) providing a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 18 and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with the 
candidate compound; and (c) measuring the half-life of the 
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polypeptide, wherein an alteration in the half-life of the 
polypeptide, relative to that of the polypeptide not contacted 
with the compound, indicates that the candidate compound 
may be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
intestine. Preferably the GPCR polypeptide is in a cell or a 
cell free assay system. 
0084. In another aspect, the invention features a method 
for determining whether a patient has an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the intestine. The method 
includes the step of determining whether the patient has a 
mutation in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in Tables 18 
and 33, wherein presence of the mutation indicates that the 
patient may have an increased risk for developing a disease or 
disorder of the intestine. 
0085. In a related aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the intestine. This 
method includes the step of determining whether the patient 
has a polymorphism in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 18 and 33, wherein presence of the polymorphism 
indicates that the patient may have an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the intestine. 
I0086. In either of these two methods, the mutation or poly 
morphism is preferably associated with an alteration (for 
example, a decrease) in the biological activity of the polypep 
tide. 
0087. In another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the intestine. The 
method includes measuring biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide from the patient that is substantially identical to 
a polypeptide listed in Tables 18 and 33, wherein increased or 
decreased levels in the GPCR biological activity, relative to 
normal levels, indicate that the patient may have an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the intestine. 
0088. In still another aspect, the invention features yet 
another method for determining whether a patient has an 
increased risk for developing a disease or disorder of the 
intestine. The method includes the step of measuring the 
patient's expression levels of a polypeptide listed in Tables 18 
and 33, wherein altered levels in the expression, relative to 
normal, indicate that the patient has an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the intestine. Preferably, 
the expression levels are determined by measuring levels of 
polypeptide or mRNA. 
0089. In another aspect, the invention features a non-hu 
man mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a transgene that 
includes a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 18. 
0090. In yet another aspect, the invention features a non 
human mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a mutation in a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 18. 
0091. In a related aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a transgene that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 18. 
0092. In another aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a mutation in a nucleic acid 
molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identi 
cal to a polypeptide listed in Table 18. 
0093. In another aspect, the invention features a method of 
preventing or treating a disease of the kidney including intro 
ducing into a human an expression vector that includes a 
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nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 19 and 33, 
operably linked to a promoter. 
0094. In still another aspect, the invention features a 
method of treating or preventing a disease of the kidney 
including administering to an animal (e.g., a human) a com 
pound that modulates the biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 19 and 33. 
0095. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the kidney. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 19 and 33; (b) contacting the 
GPCR polypeptide with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide, 
wherein altered biological activity, relative to that of the 
GPCR polypeptide not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder of the kidney. The GPCR 
polypeptide can be in a cell or in a cell-free assay System. 
0096. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the kidney. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a knock 
out mouse) having a disruption in a nucleic acid molecule 
encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 19 and 33; (b) contacting the 
transgenic non-human mammal with the candidate com 
pound; and (c) measuring biological activity of the GPCR 
polypeptide in the transgenic non-human mammal, wherein 
altered biological activity, relative to that of the transgenic 
non-human mammal not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder of the kidney. 
0097. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the kidney. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a mouse) 
overexpressing a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 19 and 33; (b) contacting the transgenic non-human 
mammal with the candidate compound; and (c) measuring 
biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide in the transgenic 
non-human mammal, wherein altered biological activity, 
relative to that of the transgenic non-human mammal not 
contacted with the compound, indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the kidney. 
0098. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
kidney. This method includes (a) providing a nucleic acid 
molecule comprising a promoter from a gene encoding a 
GPCR polypeptide listed in Tables 19 and 33, the promoter 
operably linked to a reporter system; (b) contacting the 
nucleic acid molecule with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring reporter activity, wherein altered reporter activity, 
relative to a nucleic acid molecule not contacted with the 
compound, indicates that the candidate compound may be 
useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the kidney. 
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0099. In another aspect, the invention features yet another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
kidney. This method includes the steps of: (a) providing a 
GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a polypeptide 
listed in Tables 19 and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with 
the candidate compound; and (c) measuring interaction of the 
candidate compound to the polypeptide. Interaction of the 
compound-to the polypeptide indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the kidney. 
0100 Instill another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
kidney. This method includes (a) providing a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 19 
and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with the candidate 
compound; and (c) measuring the half-life of the polypeptide, 
wherein an alteration in the half-life of the polypeptide, rela 
tive to that of the polypeptide not contacted with the com 
pound, indicates that the candidate compound may be useful 
for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the kidney. Pref 
erably the GPCR polypeptide is in a cell or a cell free assay 
system. 
0101. In another aspect, the invention features a method 
for determining whether a patient has an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the kidney. The method 
includes the step of determining whether the patient has a 
mutation in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in Tables 19 
and 33, wherein presence of the mutation indicates that the 
patient may have an increased risk for developing a disease or 
disorder of the kidney. 
0102. In a related aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the kidney. This 
method includes the step of determining whether the patient 
has a polymorphism in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 19 and 33, wherein presence of the polymorphism 
indicates that the patient may have an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the kidney. 
0103) In either of these two methods, the mutation or poly 
morphism is preferably associated with an alteration (for 
example, a decrease) in the biological activity of the polypep 
tide. 

0104. In another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the kidney. The 
method includes measuring biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide from the patient that is substantially identical to 
a polypeptide listed in Tables 19 and 33, wherein increased or 
decreased levels in the GPCR biological activity, relative to 
normal levels, indicate that the patient may have an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the kidney. 
0105. In still another aspect, the invention features yet 
another method for determining whether a patient has an 
increased risk for developing a disease or disorder of the 
kidney. The method includes the step of measuring the 
patient's expression levels of a polypeptide listed in Tables 19 
and 33, wherein altered levels in the expression, relative to 
normal, indicate that the patient has an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the kidney. Preferably, the 
expression levels are determined by measuring levels of 
polypeptide or mRNA. 
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0106. In another aspect, the invention features a non-hu 
man mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a transgene that 
includes a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 19. 
0107. In yet another aspect, the invention features a non 
human mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a mutation in a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 19. 
0108. In a related aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a transgene that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 19. 
0109. In another aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a mutation in a nucleic acid 
molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identi 
cal to a polypeptide listed in Table 19. 
0110. In another aspect, the invention features a method of 
preventing or treating a disease of the liver including intro 
ducing into a human an expression vector that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 20 and 33, 
operably linked to a promoter. 
0111. In still another aspect, the invention features a 
method of treating or preventing a disease of the liver includ 
ing administering to an animal (e.g., a human) a compound 
that modulates the biological activity of a GPCR polypeptide 
substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 20 and 
33. 

0112. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the liver. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 20 and 33; (b) contacting the 
GPCR polypeptide with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide, 
wherein altered biological activity, relative to that of the 
GPCR polypeptide not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder of the liver. The GPCR 
polypeptide can be in a cell or in a cell-free assay System. 
0113. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the liver. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a knock 
out mouse) having a disruption in a nucleic acid molecule 
encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 20 and 33; (b) contacting the 
transgenic non-human mammal with the candidate com 
pound; and (c) measuring biological activity of the GPCR 
polypeptide in the transgenic non-human mammal, wherein 
altered biological activity, relative to that of the transgenic 
non-human mammal not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder of the liver. 
0114. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the liver. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a mouse) 
overexpressing a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 20 and 33; (b) contacting the transgenic non-human 
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mammal with the candidate compound; and (c) measuring 
biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide in the transgenic 
non-human mammal, wherein altered biological activity, 
relative to that of the transgenic non-human mammal not 
contacted with the compound, indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the liver. 

0115. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the liver. 
This method includes (a) providing a nucleic acid molecule 
comprising a promoter from a gene encoding a GPCR 
polypeptide listed in Tables 20 and 33, the promoter operably 
linked to a reporter system; (b) contacting the nucleic acid 
molecule with the candidate compound; and (c) measuring 
reporter activity, wherein altered reporter activity, relative to 
a nucleic acid molecule not contacted with the compound, 
indicates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder of the liver. 

0116. In another aspect, the invention features yet another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the liver. 
This method includes the steps of: (a) providing a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 20 and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with the 
candidate compound; and (c) measuring interaction of the 
candidate compound to the polypeptide. Interaction of the 
compound to the polypeptide indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the liver. 

0117. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the liver. 
This method includes (a) providing a GPCR polypeptide 
substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 20 and 
33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with the candidate com 
pound; and (c) measuring the half-life of the polypeptide, 
wherein an alteration in the half-life of the polypeptide, rela 
tive to that of the polypeptide not contacted with the com 
pound, indicates that the candidate compound may be useful 
for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the liver. Prefer 
ably the GPCR polypeptide is in a cell or a cell free assay 
system. 
0118. In another aspect, the invention features a method 
for determining whether a patient has an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the liver. The method 
includes the step of determining whether the patient has a 
mutation in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in Tables 20 
and 33, wherein presence of the mutation indicates that the 
patient may have an increased risk for developing a disease or 
disorder of the liver. 

0119. In a related aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the liver. This 
method includes the step of determining whether the patient 
has a polymorphism in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 20 and 33, wherein presence of the polymorphism 
indicates that the patient may have an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the liver. 
0120 In either of these two methods, the mutation or poly 
morphism is preferably associated with an alteration (for 
example, a decrease) in the biological activity of the polypep 
tide. 
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I0121. In another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the liver. The 
method includes measuring biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide from the patient that is substantially identical to 
a polypeptide listed in Tables 20 and 33, wherein increased or 
decreased levels in the GPCR biological activity, relative to 
normal levels, indicate that the patient may have an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the liver. 
I0122. In still another aspect, the invention features yet 
another method for determining whether a patient has an 
increased risk for developing a disease or disorder of the liver. 
The method includes the step of measuring the patient's 
expression levels of a polypeptide listed in Tables 20 and 33, 
wherein altered levels in the expression, relative to normal, 
indicate that the patient has an increased risk for developing a 
disease or disorder of the liver. Preferably, the expression 
levels are determined by measuring levels of polypeptide or 
mRNA. 

I0123. In another aspect, the invention features a non-hu 
man mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a transgene that 
includes a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 20. 
0.124. In yet another aspect, the invention features a non 
human mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a mutation in a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 20. 
0.125. In a related aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a transgene that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 20. 
I0126. In another aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a mutation in a nucleic acid 
molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identi 
cal to a polypeptide listed in Table 20. 
I0127. In another aspect, the invention features a method of 
preventing or treating lung disease, including introducing 
into a human an expression vector that includes a nucleic acid 
molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identi 
cal to a polypeptide listed in Tables 21 and 33, operably linked 
to a promoter. 
I0128. In still another aspect, the invention features a 
method of treating or preventing lung disease, including 
administering to an animal (e.g., a human) a compound that 
modulates the biological activity of a GPCR polypeptide 
substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 21 and 
33. 

I0129. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a lung 
disease or disorder. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 21 and 33; (b) contacting the 
GPCR polypeptide with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide, 
wherein altered biological activity, relative to that of the 
GPCR polypeptide not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a lung disease or disorder. The GPCR polypep 
tide can be in a cell or in a cell-free assay system. 
0.130. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the lung. This method includes the steps of (a) 
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providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a knock 
out mouse) having a disruption in a nucleic acid molecule 
encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 21 and 33; (b) contacting the 
transgenic non-human mammal with the candidate com 
pound; and (c) measuring biological activity of the transgenic 
non-human mammal, wherein altered biological activity, 
relative to that of the transgenic non-human mammal not 
contacted with the compound, indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the lung. 
0131. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the lung. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a mouse) 
overexpressing a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 21 and 33; (b) contacting the transgenic non-human 
mammal with the candidate compound; and (c) measuring 
biological activity of the transgenic non-human mammal, 
wherein altered biological activity, relative to that of the 
transgenic non-human mammal not contacted with the com 
pound, indicates that the candidate compound may be useful 
for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the lung. 
0.132. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a lung disease or disorder. This 
method includes (a) providing a nucleic acid molecule com 
prising a promoter from a gene encoding a GPCR polypeptide 
listed in Tables 21 and 33, the promoter operably linked to a 
reporter system; (b) contacting the nucleic acid molecule with 
the candidate compound; and (c) measuring reporter activity, 
wherein altered reporter activity, relative to a nucleic acid 
molecule not contacted with the compound, indicates that the 
candidate compound may be useful for the treatment of a lung 
disease or disorder. 
0133. In another aspect, the invention features yet another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a lung disease or disorder. This 
method includes the steps of: (a) providing a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 21 
and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with the candidate 
compound; and (c) measuring interaction of the candidate 
compound to the polypeptide. Interaction of the compound to 
the polypeptide indicates that the candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a lung disease or disorder. 
0134. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a lung disease or disorder. This 
method includes (a) providing a GPCR polypeptide substan 
tially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 21 and 33; (b) 
contacting the polypeptide with the candidate compound; and 
(c) measuring the half-life of the polypeptide, wherein an 
alteration in the half-life of the polypeptide, relative to that of 
the polypeptide not contacted with the compound, indicates 
that the candidate compound may be useful for the treatment 
of a lung disease or disorder. Preferably, the GPCR polypep 
tide is in a cell or a cell free assay system. 
0135) In another aspect, the invention features a method 
for determining whether a patient has an increased risk for 
developing a lung disease or disorder. The method includes 
the step of determining whether the patient has a mutation in 
a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in Tables 21 and 33. 
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wherein presence of the mutation indicates that the patient 
may have an increased risk for developing a lung disease or 
disorder. 
0.136. In a related aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a lung disease or disorder. This method 
includes the step of determining whether the patient has a 
polymorphism in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 21 and 33, wherein presence of the polymorphism 
indicates that the patient may have an increased risk for 
developing a lung disease or disorder. 
0.137 In either of these two methods, the mutation or poly 
morphism is preferably associated with an alteration (for 
example, a decrease) in the biological activity of the polypep 
tide. 
0.138. In another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a lung disease or disorder. The method 
includes measuring biological activity of a GPCR polypep 
tide from the patient that is substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 21 and 33, wherein increased or 
decreased levels in the GPCR biological activity, relative to 
normal levels, indicate that the patient may have an increased 
risk for developing a lung disease or disorder. 
0.139. In still another aspect, the invention features yet 
another method for determining whether a patient has an 
increased risk for developing a lung disease or disorder. The 
method includes the step of measuring the patient's expres 
sion levels of a polypeptide listed in Tables 21 and 33, 
wherein altered levels in the expression, relative to normal, 
indicate that the patient has an increased risk for developing a 
lung disease or disorder. Preferably, the expression levels are 
determined by measuring levels of polypeptide or mRNA. 
0140. In another aspect, the invention features a non-hu 
man mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a transgene that 
includes a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 21. 
0.141. In yet another aspect, the invention features a non 
human mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a mutation in a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 21. 
0142. In a related aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a transgene that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 21. 
0143. In another aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a mutation in a nucleic acid 
molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identi 
cal to a polypeptide listed in Table 21. 
0144. In another aspect, the invention features a method of 
preventing or treating muscular disease, including introduc 
ing into a human an expression vector that includes a nucleic 
acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially 
identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 22 and 33, operably 
linked to a promoter. 
0145. In still another aspect, the invention features a 
method of treating or preventing muscular disease, including 
administering to an animal (e.g., a human) a compound that 
modulates the biological activity of a GPCR polypeptide 
substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 22 and 
33. 

0146 In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a muscular 
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disease or disorder. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 22 and 33; (b) contacting the 
GPCR polypeptide with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide, 
wherein altered biological activity, relative to that of the 
GPCR polypeptide not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a muscular disease or disorder. The GPCR 
polypeptide can be in a cell or in a cell-free assay System. 
0147 In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a muscular 
disease or disorder. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a knock 
out mouse) having a disruption in a nucleic acid molecule 
encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 22 and 33; (b) contacting the 
transgenic non-human mammal with the candidate com 
pound; and (c) measuring biological activity of the GPCR 
polypeptide in the transgenic non-human mammal, wherein 
altered biological activity, relative to that of the transgenic 
non-human mammal not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a muscular disease or disorder. 

0148. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a muscular 
disease or disorder. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a mouse) 
overexpressing a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 22 and 33; (b) contacting the transgenic non-human 
mammal with the candidate compound; and (c) measuring 
biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide in the transgenic 
non-human mammal, wherein altered biological activity, 
relative to that of the transgenic non-human mammal not 
contacted with the compound, indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a muscular 
disease or disorder. 

0149 Instill another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a muscular disease or disorder. 
This method includes (a) providing a nucleic acid molecule 
comprising a promoter from a gene encoding a GPCR 
polypeptide listed in Tables 22 and 33, the promoter operably 
linked to a reporter system; (b) contacting the nucleic acid 
molecule with the candidate compound; and (c) measuring 
reporter activity, wherein altered reporter activity, relative to 
a nucleic acid molecule not contacted with the compound, 
indicates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a muscular disease or disorder. 

0150. In another aspect, the invention features yet another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a muscular disease or disorder. 
This method includes the steps of: (a) providing a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 22 and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with the 
candidate compound; and (c) measuring interaction of the 
candidate compound to the polypeptide. Interaction of the 
compound to the polypeptide indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a muscular 
disease or disorder. 
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0151. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a muscular disease or disorder. 
This method includes (a) providing a GPCR polypeptide 
substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 22 and 
33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with the candidate com 
pound; and (c) measuring the half-life of the polypeptide, 
wherein an alteration in the half-life of the polypeptide, rela 
tive to that of the polypeptide not contacted with the com 
pound, indicates that the candidate compound may be useful 
for the treatment of a muscular disease or disorder. Preferably 
the GPCR polypeptide is in a cell or a cell free assay system. 
0152. In another aspect, the invention features a method 
for determining whether a patient has an increased risk for 
developing a muscular disease or disorder. The method 
includes the step of determining whether the patient has a 
mutation in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in Tables 22 
and 33, wherein presence of the mutation indicates that the 
patient may have an increased risk for developing a muscular 
disease or disorder. 

0153. In a related aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a muscular disease or disorder. This 
method includes the step of determining whether the patient 
has a polymorphism in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 22 and 33, wherein presence of the polymorphism 
indicates that the patient may have an increased risk for 
developing a muscular disease or disorder. 
0154 Ineither of these two methods, the mutation or poly 
morphism is preferably associated with an alteration (for 
example, a decrease) in the biological activity of the polypep 
tide. 

0.155. In another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a muscular disease or disorder. The 
method includes measuring biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide from the patient that is substantially identical to 
a polypeptide listed in Tables 22 and 33, wherein increased or 
decreased levels in the GPCR biological activity, relative to 
normal levels, indicate that the patient may have an increased 
risk for developing a muscular disease or disorder. 
0156. In still another aspect, the invention features yet 
another method for determining whether a patient has an 
increased risk for developing a muscular disease or disorder. 
The method includes the step of measuring the patient's 
expression levels of a polypeptide listed in Tables 22 and 33, 
wherein altered levels in the expression, relative to normal, 
indicate that the patient has an increased risk for developing a 
muscular disease or disorder. Preferably, the expression lev 
els are determined by measuring levels of polypeptide or 
mRNA. 

0157. In another aspect, the invention features a non-hu 
man mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a transgene that 
includes a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 22. 
0158. In yet another aspect, the invention features a non 
human mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a mutation in a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 22. 
0159. In a related aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a transgene that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 22. 
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0160. In another aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a mutation in a nucleic acid 
molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identi 
cal to a polypeptide listed in Table 22. 
0161 In another aspect, the invention features a method of 
preventing or treating a disease of the ovary including intro 
ducing into a human an expression vector that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 23 and 33, 
operably linked to a promoter. 
0162. In still another aspect, the invention features a 
method of treating or preventing a disease of the ovary includ 
ing administering to an animal (e.g., a human) a compound 
that modulates the biological activity of a GPCR polypeptide 
substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 23 and 
33. 

0163. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the ovary. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 23 and 33; (b) contacting the 
GPCR polypeptide with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide, 
wherein altered biological activity, relative to that of the 
GPCR polypeptide not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder of the ovary. The GPCR 
polypeptide can be in a cell or in a cell-free assay system. 
0164. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of disease or 
disorder of the ovary. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a knock 
out mouse) having a disruption in a nucleic acid molecule 
encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 23 and 33; (b) contacting the 
transgenic non-human mammal with the candidate com 
pound; and (c) measuring biological activity of the GPCR 
polypeptide in the-transgenic non-human mammal, wherein 
altered biological activity, relative to that of the transgenic 
non-human mammal not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder of the ovary. 
0.165. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the ovary. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a mouse) 
overexpressing a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 23 and 33; (b) contacting the transgenic non-human 
mammal with the candidate compound; and (c) measuring 
biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide in the transgenic 
non-human mammal, wherein altered biological activity, 
relative to that of the transgenic non-human mammal not 
contacted with the compound, indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the ovary. 
0166 Instill another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
ovary. This method includes (a) providing a nucleic acid 
molecule comprising a promoter from a gene encoding a 
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GPCR polypeptide listed in Tables 23 and 33, the promoter 
operably linked to a reporter system; (b) contacting the 
nucleic acid molecule with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring reporter activity, wherein altered reporter activity, 
relative to a nucleic acid molecule not contacted with the 
compound, indicates that the candidate compound may be 
useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the ovary. 
0167. In another aspect, the invention features yet another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
ovary. This method includes the steps of: (a) providing a 
GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a polypeptide 
listed in Tables 23 and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with 
the candidate compound; and (c) measuring interaction of the 
candidate compound to the polypeptide. Interaction of the 
compound to the polypeptide indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the ovary. 
0.168. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
ovary. This method includes (a) providing a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 23 
and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with the candidate 
compound; and (c) measuring the half-life of the polypeptide, 
wherein an alteration in the half-life of the polypeptide, rela 
tive to that of the polypeptide not contacted with the com 
pound, indicates that the candidate compound may be useful 
for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the ovary. Pref 
erably the GPCR polypeptide is in a cell or a cell free assay 
system. 
0169. In another aspect, the invention features a method 
for determining whether a patient has an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the ovary. The method 
includes the step of determining whether the patient has a 
mutation in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in Tables 23 
and 33, wherein presence of the mutation indicates that the 
patient may have an increased risk for developing a disease or 
disorder of the ovary. 
0170 In a related aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the ovary. This 
method includes the step of determining whether the patient 
has a polymorphism in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 23 and 33, wherein presence of the polymorphism 
indicates that the patient may have an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the ovary. 
0171 In either of these two methods, the mutation or poly 
morphism is preferably associated with an alteration (for 
example, a decrease) in the biological activity of the polypep 
tide. 

0172. In another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the ovary. The 
method includes measuring biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide from the patient that is substantially identical to 
a polypeptide listed in Tables 23 and 33, wherein increased or 
decreased levels in the GPCR-biological activity, relative to 
normal levels, indicate that the patient may have an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the ovary. 
0173. In still another aspect, the invention features yet 
another method for determining whether a patient has an 
increased risk for developing a disease or disorder of the 
ovary. The method includes the step of measuring the 
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patient's expression levels of a polypeptide listed in Tables 23 
and 33, wherein altered levels in the expression, relative to 
normal, indicate that the patient has an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the ovary. Preferably, the 
expression levels are determined by measuring levels of 
polypeptide or mRNA. 
0.174. In another aspect, the invention features a non-hu 
man mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a transgene that 
includes a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 23. 
0.175. In yet another aspect, the invention features a non 
human mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a mutation in a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 23. 
0176). In a related aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a transgene that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 23. 
0177. In another aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a mutation in a nucleic acid 
molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identi 
cal to a polypeptide listed in Table 23. 
0178. In another aspect, the invention features a method of 
preventing or treating blood disease, including introducing 
into a human an expression vector that includes a nucleic acid 
molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identi 
cal to a polypeptide listed in Tables 24 and 33, operably linked 
to a promoter. 
(0179. In still another aspect, the invention features a 
method of treating or preventing blood disease, including 
administering to an animal (e.g., a human) a compound that 
modulates the biological activity of a GPCR polypeptide 
substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 24 and 
33. 

0180. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a blood 
disease or disorder. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 24 and 33; (b) contacting the 
GPCR polypeptide with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide, 
wherein altered biological activity, relative to that of the 
GPCR polypeptide not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a blood disease or disorder. The GPCR polypep 
tide can be in a cell or in a cell-free assay system. 
0181. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a blood 
disease or disorder. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a knock 
out mouse) having a disruption in a nucleic acid molecule 
encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 24 and 33; (b) contacting the 
transgenic non-human mammal with the candidate com 
pound; and (c) measuring biological activity of the GPCR 
polypeptide in the transgenic non-human mammal, wherein 
altered biological activity, relative to that of the transgenic 
non-human mammal not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a blood disease or disorder. 
0182. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
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compound that may be useful for the treatment of a blood 
disease or disorder. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a mouse) 
overexpressing a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 24 and 33; (b) contacting the transgenic non-human 
mammal with the candidate compound; and (c) measuring 
biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide in the transgenic 
non-human mammal, wherein altered biological activity, 
relative to that of the transgenic non-human mammal not 
contacted with the compound, indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a blood disease 
or disorder. 

0183 Instill another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a blood disease or disorder. This 
method includes (a) providing a nucleic acid molecule com 
prising a promoter from a gene encoding a GPCR polypeptide 
listed in Tables 24 and 33, the promoter operably linked to a 
reporter system; (b) contacting the nucleic acid molecule with 
the candidate compound; and (c) measuring reporter activity, 
wherein altered reporter activity, relative to a nucleic acid 
molecule not contacted with the compound, indicates that the 
candidate compound may be useful for the treatment of a 
blood disease or disorder. 

0184. In another aspect, the invention features yet another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a blood disease or disorder. This 
method includes the steps of: (a) providing a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 24 
and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with the candidate 
compound; and (c) measuring interaction of the candidate 
compound to the polypeptide. Interaction of the compound to 
the polypeptide indicates that the candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a blood disease or disorder. 

0185. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a blood disease or disorder. This 
method includes (a) providing a GPCR polypeptide substan 
tially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 24 and 33; (b) 
contacting the polypeptide with the candidate compound; and 
(c) measuring the half-life of the polypeptide, wherein an 
alteration in the half-life of the polypeptide, relative to that of 
the polypeptide not contacted with the compound, indicates 
that the candidate compound may be useful for the treatment 
of a blood disease or disorder. Preferably the GPCR polypep 
tide is in a cell or a cell free assay system. 
0186. In another aspect, the invention features a method 
for determining whether a patient has an increased risk for 
developing a blood disease or disorder. The method includes 
the step of determining whether the patient has a mutation in 
a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in Tables 24 and 33. 
wherein presence of the mutation indicates that the patient 
may have an increased risk for developing a blood disease or 
disorder. 

0187. In a related aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a blood disease or disorder. This method 
includes the step of determining whether the patient has a 
polymorphism in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 24 and 33, wherein presence of the polymorphism 
indicates that the patient may have an increased risk for 
developing a blood disease or disorder. 
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0188 In either of these two methods, the mutation or poly 
morphism is preferably associated with an alteration (for 
example, a decrease) in the biological activity of the polypep 
tide. 

0189 In another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a blood disease or disorder. The method 
includes measuring biological activity of a GPCR polypep 
tide from the patient that is substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 24 and 33, wherein increased or 
decreased levels in the GPCR biological activity, relative to 
normal levels, indicate that the patient may have an increased 
risk for developing a blood disease or disorder. 
0190. In still another aspect, the invention features yet 
another method for determining whether a patient has an 
increased risk for developing a blood disease or disorder. The 
method includes the step of measuring the patient's expres 
sion levels of a polypeptide listed in Tables 24 and 33, 
wherein altered levels in the expression, relative to normal, 
indicate that the patient has an increased risk for developing a 
blood disease or disorder. Preferably, the expression levels 
are determined by measuring levels of polypeptide or mRNA. 
0191 In another aspect, the invention features a non-hu 
man mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a transgene that 
includes a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 24. 
0.192 In yet another aspect, the invention features a non 
human mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a mutation in a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 24. 
0193 In a related aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a transgene that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 24. 
0194 In another aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a mutation in a nucleic acid 
molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identi 
cal to a polypeptide listed in Table 24. 
0.195. In another aspect, the invention features a method of 
preventing or treating a disease of the prostate including 
introducing into a human an expression vector that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 25 and 33, 
operably linked to a promoter. 
0196. In still another aspect, the invention features a 
method of treating or preventing a disease of the prostate 
including administering to an animal (e.g., a human) a com 
pound that modulates the biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 25 and 33. 

0197) In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the prostate. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 25 and 33; (b) contacting the 
GPCR polypeptide with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide, 
wherein altered biological activity, relative to that of the 
GPCR polypeptide not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder of the prostate. The GPCR 
polypeptide can be in a cell or in a cell-free assay System. 
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0.198. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the prostate. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a knock 
out mouse) having a disruption in a nucleic acid molecule 
encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 25 and 33; (b) contacting the 
transgenic non-human mammal with the candidate com 
pound; and (c) measuring biological activity of the transgenic 
non-human mammal, wherein altered biological activity, 
relative to that of the transgenic non-human mammal not 
contacted with the compound, indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the prostate. 
0199. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a blood 
disease or disorder of the prostate. This method includes the 
steps of (a) providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., 
a mouse) overexpressing a nucleic acid molecule encoding a 
GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a polypeptide 
listed in Tables 25 and 33; (b) contacting the transgenic non 
human mammal with the candidate compound; and (c) mea 
suring biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide in the 
transgenic non-human mammal, wherein altered biological 
activity, relative to that of the transgenic non-human mammal 
not contacted with the compound, indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the prostate. 
0200 Instill another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
prostate. This method includes (a) providing a nucleic acid 
molecule comprising a promoter from a gene encoding a 
GPCR polypeptide listed in Tables 25 and 33, the promoter 
operably linked to a reporter system; (b) contacting the 
nucleic acid molecule with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring reporter activity, wherein altered reporter activity, 
relative to a nucleic acid molecule not contacted with the 
compound, indicates that the candidate compound may be 
useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the prostate. 
0201 In another aspect, the invention features yet another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
prostate. This method includes the steps of: (a) providing a 
GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a polypeptide 
listed in Tables 25 and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with 
the candidate compound; and (c) measuring interaction of the 
candidate compound to the polypeptide. Interaction of the 
compound to the polypeptide indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the prostate. 
0202 Instill another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
prostate. This method includes (a) providing a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 25 and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with the 
candidate compound; and (c) measuring the half-life of the 
polypeptide, wherein an alteration in the half-life of the 
polypeptide, relative to that of the polypeptide not contacted 
with the compound, indicates that the candidate compound 
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may be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
prostate. Preferably the GPCR polypeptide is in a cellor a cell 
free assay system. 
0203. In another aspect, the invention features a method 
for determining whether a patient has an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the prostate. The method 
includes the step of determining whether the patient has a 
mutation in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in Tables 25 
and 33, wherein presence of the mutation indicates that the 
patient may have an increased risk for developing a disease or 
disorder of the prostate. 
0204. In a related aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the prostate. This 
method includes the step of determining whether the patient 
has a polymorphism in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 25 and 33, wherein presence of the polymorphism 
indicates that the patient may have an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the prostate. 
0205. In either of these two methods, the mutation or poly 
morphism is preferably associated with an alteration (for 
example, a decrease) in the biological activity of the polypep 
tide. 
0206. In another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the prostate. The 
method includes measuring biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide from the patient that is substantially identical to 
a polypeptide listed in Tables 25 and 33, wherein increased or 
decreased levels in the GPCR biological activity, relative to 
normal levels, indicate that the patient may have an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the prostate. 
0207. In still another aspect, the invention features yet 
another method for determining whether a patient has an 
increased risk for developing a disease or disorder of the 
prostate. The method includes the step of measuring the 
patient's expression levels of a polypeptide listed in Tables 25 
and 33, wherein altered levels in the expression, relative to 
normal, indicate that the patient has an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the prostate. Preferably, 
the expression levels are determined by measuring levels of 
polypeptide or mRNA. 
0208. In another aspect, the invention features a non-hu 
man mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a transgene that 
includes a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 25. 
0209. In yet another aspect, the invention features a non 
human mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a mutation in a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 25. 
0210. In a related aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a transgene that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 25. 
0211. In another aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a mutation in a nucleic acid 
molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identi 
cal to a polypeptide listed in Table 25. 
0212. In another aspect, the invention features a method of 
preventing or treating skin disease, including introducing into 
a human an expression vector that includes a nucleic acid 
molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identi 
cal to a polypeptide listed in Tables 26 and 33, operably linked 
to a promoter. 
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0213. In still another aspect, the invention features a 
method of treating or preventing skin disease, including 
administering to an animal (e.g., a human) a compound that 
modulates the biological activity of a GPCR polypeptide 
substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 26 and 
33. 

0214. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a skin 
disease or disorder. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 26 and 33; (b) contacting the 
GPCR polypeptide with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide, 
wherein altered biological activity, relative to that of the 
GPCR polypeptide not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a skin disease or disorder. The GPCR polypep 
tide can be in a cell or in a cell-free assay system. 
0215. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is 
a-compound that may be useful for the treatment of a skin 
disease or disorder. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a knock 
out mouse) having a disruption in a nucleic acid molecule 
encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 26 and 33; (b) contacting the 
transgenic non-human mammal with the candidate com 
pound; and (c) measuring biological activity of the GPCR 
polypeptide in the transgenic non-human mammal, wherein 
altered biological activity, relative to that of the transgenic 
non-human mammal not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a skin disease or disorder. 
0216. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a skin 
disease or disorder. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a mouse) 
overexpressing a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 26 and 33; (b) contacting the transgenic non-human 
mammal with the candidate compound; and (c) measuring 
biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide in the transgenic 
non-human mammal, wherein altered biological activity, 
relative to that of the transgenic non-human mammal not 
contacted with the compound, indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease skin 
disease or disorder. 

0217. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a skin disease or disorder. This 
method includes (a) providing a nucleic acid molecule com 
prising a promoter from a gene encoding a GPCR polypeptide 
listed in Tables 26 and 33, the promoter operably linked to a 
reporter system; (b) contacting the nucleic acid molecule with 
the candidate compound; and (c) measuring reporter activity, 
wherein altered reporter activity, relative to a nucleic acid 
molecule not contacted with the compound, indicates that the 
candidate compound may be useful for the treatment of a skin 
disease or disorder. 

0218. In another aspect, the invention features yet another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a skin disease or disorder. This 
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method includes the steps of: (a) providing a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 26 
and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with the candidate 
compound; and (c) measuring interaction of the candidate 
compound to the polypeptide. Interaction of the compound to 
the polypeptide indicates that the candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a skin disease or disorder. 

0219. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a skin disease or disorder. This 
method includes (a) providing a GPCR polypeptide substan 
tially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 26 and 33; (b) 
contacting the polypeptide with the candidate compound; and 
(c) measuring the half-life of the polypeptide, wherein an 
alteration in the half-life of the polypeptide, relative to that of 
the polypeptide not contacted with the compound, indicates 
that the candidate compound may be useful for the treatment 
of a skin disease or disorder. Preferably the GPCR polypep 
tide is in a cell or a cell free assay system. 
0220. In another aspect, the invention features a method 
for determining whether a patient has an increased risk for 
developing a skin disease or disorder. The method includes 
the step of determining whether the patient has a mutation in 
a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in Tables 26 and 33. 
wherein presence of the mutation indicates that the patient 
may have an increased risk for developing a skin disease or 
disorder. 

0221. In a related aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a skin disease or disorder. This method 
includes the step of determining whether the patient has a 
polymorphism in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 26 and 33, wherein presence of the polymorphism 
indicates that the patient may have an increased risk for 
developing a skin disease or disorder. 
0222. In either of these two methods, the mutation or poly 
morphism is preferably associated with an alteration (for 
example, a decrease) in the biological activity of the polypep 
tide. 

0223) In another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a skin disease or disorder. The method 
includes measuring biological activity of a GPCR polypep 
tide from the patient that is substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 26 and 33, wherein increased or 
decreased levels in the GPCR biological activity, relative to 
normal levels, indicate that the patient may have an increased 
risk for developing a skin disease or disorder. 
0224. In still another aspect, the invention features yet 
another method for determining whether a patient has an 
increased risk for developing a skin disease or disorder. The 
method includes the step of measuring the patient's expres 
sion levels of a polypeptide listed in Tables 26 and 33, 
wherein altered levels in the expression, relative to normal, 
indicate that the patient has an increased risk for developing a 
skin disease or disorder. Preferably, the expression levels are 
determined by measuring levels of polypeptide or mRNA. 
0225. In another aspect, the invention features a non-hu 
man mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a transgene that 
includes a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 26. 
0226. In yet another aspect, the invention features a non 
human mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a mutation in a 
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nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 26. 
0227. In a related aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a transgene that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 26. 
0228. In another aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a mutation in a nucleic acid 
molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identi 
cal to a polypeptide listed in Table 26. 
0229. In another aspect, the invention features a method of 
preventing or treating a disease of the spleen including intro 
ducing into a human an expression vector that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 27 and 33, 
operably linked to a promoter. 
0230. In still another aspect, the invention features a 
method of treating or preventing a disease of the spleen 
including administering to an animal (e.g., a human) a com 
pound that modulates the biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 27 and 33. 

0231. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the spleen. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 27 and 33; (b) contacting the 
GPCR polypeptide with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide, 
wherein altered biological activity, relative to that of the 
GPCR polypeptide not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder of the spleen. The GPCR 
polypeptide can be in a cell or in a cell-free assay System. 
0232. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the spleen. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a knock 
out mouse) having a disruption in a nucleic acid molecule 
encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 27 and 33; (b) contacting the 
transgenic non-human mammal with the candidate com 
pound; and (c) measuring biological activity of the GPCR 
polypeptide in the transgenic non-human mammal, wherein 
altered biological activity, relative to that of the transgenic 
non-human mammal not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder of the spleen. 
0233. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the spleen. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a mouse) 
overexpressing a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 27 and 33; (b) contacting the transgenic non-human 
mammal with the candidate compound; and (c) measuring 
biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide in the transgenic 
non-human mammal, wherein altered biological activity, 
relative to that of the transgenic non-human mammal not 
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contacted with the compound, indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the spleen. 
0234. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
spleen. This method includes (a) providing a nucleic acid 
molecule comprising a promoter from a gene encoding a 
GPCR polypeptide listed in Tables 27 and 33, the promoter 
operably linked to a reporter system; (b) contacting the 
nucleic acid molecule with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring reporter activity, wherein altered reporter activity, 
relative to a nucleic acid molecule not contacted with the 
compound, indicates that the candidate compound may be 
useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the spleen. 
0235. In another aspect, the invention features yet another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
spleen. This method includes the steps of: (a) providing a 
GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a polypeptide 
listed in Tables 27 and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with 
the candidate compound; and (c) measuring interaction of the 
candidate compound to the polypeptide. Interaction of the 
compound to the polypeptide indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the spleen. 
0236. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
spleen. This method includes (a) providing a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 27 
and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with the candidate 
compound; and (c) measuring the half-life of the polypeptide, 
wherein an alteration in the half-life of the polypeptide, rela 
tive to that of the polypeptide not contacted with the com 
pound, indicates that the candidate compound may be useful 
for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the spleen. Pref 
erably the GPCR polypeptide is in a cell or a cell free assay 
system. 
0237. In another aspect, the invention features a method 
for determining whether a patient has an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the spleen. The method 
includes the step of determining whether the patient has a 
mutation in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in Tables 27 
and 33, wherein presence of the mutation indicates that the 
patient may have an increased risk for developing a disease or 
disorder of the spleen. 
0238. In a related aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the spleen. This 
method includes the step of determining whether the patient 
has a polymorphism in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 27 and 33, wherein presence of the polymorphism 
indicates that the patient may have an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the spleen. 
0239. In either of these two methods, the mutation or poly 
morphism is preferably associated with an alteration (for 
example, a decrease) in the biological activity of the polypep 
tide. 
0240. In another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the spleen. The 
method includes measuring biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide from the patient that is substantially identical to 
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a polypeptide listed in Tables 27 and 33, wherein increased or 
decreased levels in the GPCR biological activity, relative to 
normal levels, indicate that the patient may have an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the spleen. 
0241. In still another aspect, the invention features yet 
another method for determining whether a patient has an 
increased risk for developing a disease or disorder of the 
spleen. The method includes the step of measuring the 
patient's expression levels of a polypeptide listed in Tables 27 
and 33, wherein altered levels in the expression, relative to 
normal, indicate that the patient has an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the spleen. Preferably, the 
expression levels are determined by measuring levels of 
polypeptide or mRNA. 
0242. In another aspect, the invention features a non-hu 
man mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a transgene that 
includes a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 27. 
0243 In yet another aspect, the invention features a non 
human mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a mutation in a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 27. 
0244. In a related aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a transgene that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 27. 
0245. In another aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a mutation in a nucleic acid 
molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identi 
cal to a polypeptide listed in Table 27. 
0246. In another aspect, the invention features a method of 
preventing or treating a disease of the stomach including 
introducing into a human an expression vector that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 28 and 33, 
operably linked to a promoter. 
0247. In still another aspect, the invention features a 
method of treating or preventing a disease of the stomach 
including administering to an animal (e.g., a human) a com 
pound that modulates the biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 28 and 33. 
0248. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the stomach. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 28 and 33; (b) contacting the 
GPCR polypeptide with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide, 
wherein altered biological activity, relative to that of the 
GPCR polypeptide not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder of the stomach. The GPCR 
polypeptide can be in a cell or in a cell-free assay System. 
0249. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the stomach. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a knock 
out mouse) having a disruption in a nucleic acid molecule 
encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 28 and 33; (b) contacting the 
transgenic non-human mammal with the candidate com 
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pound; and (c) measuring biological activity of the GPCR 
polypeptide in the transgenic non-human mammal, wherein 
altered biological activity, relative to that of the transgenic 
non-human mammal not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder of the stomach. 

0250 In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the stomach. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a mouse) 
overexpressing a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 28 and 33; (b) contacting the transgenic non-human 
mammal with the candidate compound; and (c) measuring 
biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide in the transgenic 
non-human mammal, wherein altered biological activity, 
relative to that of the transgenic non-human mammal not 
contacted with the compound, indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the stomach. 

0251. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
stomach. This method includes (a) providing a nucleic acid 
molecule comprising a promoter from a gene encoding a 
GPCR polypeptide listed in Tables 28 and 33, the promoter 
operably linked to a reporter system; (b) contacting the 
nucleic acid molecule with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring reporter activity, wherein altered reporter activity, 
relative to a nucleic acid molecule not contacted with the 
compound, indicates that the candidate compound may be 
useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the stom 
ach. 

0252. In another aspect, the invention features yet another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
stomach. This method includes the steps of: (a) providing a 
GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a polypeptide 
listed in Tables 28 and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with 
the candidate compound; and (c) measuring interaction of the 
candidate compound to the polypeptide. Interaction of the 
compound to the polypeptide indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the stomach. 

0253) In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
stomach. This method includes (a) providing a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 28 and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with the 
candidate compound; and (c) measuring the half-life of the 
polypeptide, wherein an alteration in the half-life of the 
polypeptide, relative to that of the polypeptide not contacted 
with the compound, indicates that the candidate compound 
may be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
stomach. Preferably the GPCR polypeptide is in a cellora cell 
free assay system. 
0254. In another aspect, the invention features a method 
for determining whether a patient has an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the stomach. The method 
includes the step of determining whether the patient has a 
mutation in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in Tables 28 
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and 33, wherein presence of the mutation indicates that the 
patient may have an increased risk for developing a disease or 
disorder of the stomach. 
0255. In a related aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the stomach. This 
method includes the step of determining whether the patient 
has a polymorphism in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 28 and 33, wherein presence of the polymorphism 
indicates that the patient may have an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the stomach. 
0256 In either of these two methods, the mutation or poly 
morphism is preferably associated with an alteration (for 
example, a decrease) in the biological activity of the polypep 
tide. 
0257. In another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the stomach. The 
method includes measuring biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide from the patient that is substantially identical to 
a polypeptide listed in Tables 28 and 33, wherein increased or 
decreased levels in the GPCR biological activity, relative to 
normal levels, indicate that the patient may have an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the stomach. 
0258. In still another aspect, the invention features yet 
another method for determining whether a patient has an 
increased risk for developing a disease or disorder of the 
stomach. The method includes the step of measuring the 
patient's expression levels of a polypeptide listed in Tables 28 
and 33, wherein altered levels in the expression, relative to 
normal, indicate that the patient has an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the stomach. Preferably, 
the expression levels are determined by measuring levels of 
polypeptide or mRNA. 
0259. In another aspect, the invention features a non-hu 
man mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a transgene that 
includes a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 28. 
0260. In yet another aspect, the invention features a non 
human mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a mutation in a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 28. 
0261. In a related aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a transgene that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 28. 
0262. In another aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a mutation in a nucleic acid 
molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identi 
cal to a polypeptide listed in Table 28. 
0263. In another aspect, the invention features a method of 
preventing or treating a disease of the testes including intro 
ducing into a human an expression vector that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 29 and 33, 
operably linked to a promoter. 
0264. In still another aspect, the invention features a 
method of treating or preventing a disease of the testes includ 
ing administering to an animal (e.g., a human) a compound 
that modulates the biological activity of a GPCR polypeptide 
substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 29 and 
33. 

0265. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
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compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the testes. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 29 and 33; (b) contacting the 
GPCR polypeptide with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide, 
wherein altered biological activity, relative to that of the 
GPCR polypeptide not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder of the testes. The GPCR 
polypeptide can be in a cell or in a cell-free assay System. 
0266. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the testes. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a knock 
out mouse) having a disruption in a nucleic acid molecule 
encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 29 and 33; (b) contacting the 
transgenic non-human mammal with the candidate com 
pound; and (c) measuring biological activity of the GPCR 
polypeptide-in the transgenic non-human mammal, wherein 
altered biological activity, relative to that of the transgenic 
non-human mammal not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder of the testes. 

0267 In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the testes. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a mouse) 
overexpressing a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 29 and 33; (b) contacting the transgenic non-human 
mammal with the candidate compound; and (c) measuring 
biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide in the transgenic 
non-human mammal, wherein altered biological activity, 
relative to that of the transgenic non-human mammal not 
contacted with the compound, indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease dis 
ease or disorder of the testes. 

0268. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
testes. This method includes (a) providing a nucleic acid 
molecule comprising a promoter from a gene encoding a 
GPCR polypeptide listed in Tables 29 and 33, the promoter 
operably linked to a reporter system; (b) contacting the 
nucleic acid molecule with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring reporter activity, wherein altered reporter activity, 
relative to a nucleic acid molecule not contacted with the 
compound, indicates that the candidate compound may be 
useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the testes. 

0269. In another aspect, the invention features yet another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
testes. This method includes the steps of: (a) providing a 
GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a polypeptide 
listed in Tables 29 and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with 
the candidate compound; and (c) measuring interaction of the 
candidate compound to the polypeptide. Interaction of the 
compound to the polypeptide indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the testes. 
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0270. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
testes. This method includes (a) providing a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 29 
and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with the candidate 
compound; and (c) measuring the half-life of the polypeptide, 
wherein an alteration in the half-life of the polypeptide, rela 
tive to that of the polypeptide not contacted with the com 
pound, indicates that the candidate compound may be useful 
for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the testes. Pref 
erably the GPCR polypeptide is in a cell or a cell free assay 
system. 
0271 In another aspect, the invention features a method 
for determining whether a patient has an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the testes. The method 
includes the step of determining whether the patient has a 
mutation in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in Tables 29 
and 33, wherein presence of the mutation indicates that the 
patient may have an increased risk for developing a disease or 
disorder of the testes. 
0272. In a related aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the testes. This 
method includes the step of determining whether the patient 
has a polymorphism in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 29 and 33, wherein presence of the polymorphism 
indicates that the patient may have an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the testes. 
0273. In either of these two methods, the mutation or poly 
morphism is preferably associated with an alteration (for 
example, a decrease) in the biological activity of the polypep 
tide. 
0274. In another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the testes. The 
method includes measuring biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide from the patient that is substantially identical to 
a polypeptide listed in Tables 29 and 33, wherein increased or 
decreased levels in the GPCR biological activity, relative to 
normal levels, indicate that the patient may have an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the testes. 
0275. In still another aspect, the invention features yet 
another method for determining whether a patient has an 
increased risk for developing a disease or disorder of the 
testes. The method includes the step of measuring the 
patient's expression levels of a polypeptide listed in Tables 29 
and 33, wherein altered levels in the expression, relative to 
normal, indicate that the patient has an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the testes. Preferably, the 
expression levels are determined by measuring levels of 
polypeptide or mRNA. 
0276. In another aspect, the invention features a non-hu 
man mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a transgene that 
includes a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 29. 
0277. In yet another aspect, the invention features a non 
human mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a mutation in a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 29. 
0278. In a related aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a transgene that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 29. 
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0279. In another aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a mutation in a nucleic acid 
molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identi 
cal to a polypeptide listed in Table 29. 
0280. In another aspect, the invention features a method of 
preventing or treating a disease of the thymus including intro 
ducing into a human an expression vector that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 30 and 33, 
operably linked to a promoter. 
0281. In still another aspect, the invention features a 
method of treating or preventing a disease of the thymus 
including administering to an animal (e.g., a human) a com 
pound that modulates the biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 30 and 33. 
0282. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the thymus. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 30 and 33; (b) contacting the 
GPCR polypeptide with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide, 
wherein altered biological activity, relative to that of the 
GPCR polypeptide not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder of the thymus. The GPCR 
polypeptide can be in a cell or in a cell-free assay system. 
0283. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the thymus. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a knock 
out mouse) having a disruption in a nucleic acid molecule 
encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 30 and 33; (b) contacting the 
transgenic non-human mammal with the candidate com 
pound; and (c) measuring biological activity of the GPCR 
polypeptide in the transgenic non-human mammal, wherein 
altered biological activity, relative to that of the transgenic 
non-human mammal not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder of the thymus. 
0284. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the thymus. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a mouse) 
overexpressing a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 30 and 33; (b) contacting the transgenic non-human 
mammal with the candidate compound; and (c) measuring 
biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide in the transgenic 
non-human mammal, wherein altered biological activity, 
relative to that of the transgenic non-human mammal not 
contacted with the compound, indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the thymus. 
0285 Instill another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
thymus. This method includes (a) providing a nucleic acid 
molecule comprising a promoter from a gene encoding a 
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GPCR polypeptide listed in Tables 30 and 33, the promoter 
operably linked to a reporter system; (b) contacting the 
nucleic acid molecule with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring reporter activity, wherein altered reporter activity, 
relative to a nucleic acid molecule not contacted with the 
compound, indicates that the candidate compound may be 
useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the thymus. 
0286. In another aspect, the invention features yet another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
thymus. This method includes the steps of: (a) providing a 
GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a polypeptide 
listed in Tables 30 and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with 
the candidate compound; and (c) measuring interaction of the 
candidate compound to the polypeptide. Interaction of the 
compound to the polypeptide indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the thymus. 
0287. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
thymus. This method includes (a) providing a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 30 and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with the 
candidate compound; and (c) measuring the half-life of the 
polypeptide, wherein an alteration in the half-life of the 
polypeptide, relative to that of the polypeptide not contacted 
with the compound, indicates that the candidate compound 
may be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
thymus. Preferably the GPCR polypeptide is in a cell or a cell 
free assay system. 
0288. In another aspect, the invention features a method 
for determining whether a patient has an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the thymus. The method 
includes the step of determining whether the patient has a 
mutation in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in Tables 30 
and 33, wherein presence of the mutation indicates that the 
patient may have an increased risk for developing a disease or 
disorder of the thymus. 
0289. In a related aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the thymus. This 
method includes the step of determining whether the patient 
has a polymorphism in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 30 and 33, wherein presence of the polymorphism 
indicates that the patient may have an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the thymus. 
0290. In either of these two methods, the mutation or poly 
morphism is preferably associated with an alteration (for 
example, a decrease) in the biological activity of the polypep 
tide. 

0291. In another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the thymus. The 
method includes measuring biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide from the patient that is substantially identical to 
a polypeptide listed in Tables 30 and 33, wherein increased or 
decreased levels in the GPCR biological activity, relative to 
normal levels, indicate that the patient may have an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the thymus. 
0292. In still another aspect, the invention features yet 
another method for determining whether a patient has an 
increased risk for developing a disease or disorder of the 
thymus. The method includes the step of measuring the 
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patient's expression levels of a polypeptide listed in Tables 30 
and 33, wherein altered levels in the expression, relative to 
normal, indicate that the patient has an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the thymus. Preferably, 
the expression levels are determined by measuring levels of 
polypeptide or mRNA. 
0293. In another aspect, the invention features a non-hu 
man mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a transgene that 
includes a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 30. 
0294. In yet another aspect, the invention features a non 
human mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a mutation in a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 30. 
0295. In a related aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a transgene that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 30. 
0296. In another aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a mutation in a nucleic acid 
molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identi 
cal to a polypeptide listed in Table 30. 
0297. In another aspect, the invention features a method of 
preventing or treating a disease of the thyroid including intro 
ducing into a human an expression vector that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 31 and 33, 
operably linked to a promoter. 
0298. In still another aspect, the invention features a 
method of treating or preventing a disease of the thyroid 
including administering to an animal (e.g., a human) a com 
pound that modulates the biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 31 and 33. 
0299. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the thyroid. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 31 and 33; (b) contacting the 
GPCR polypeptide with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide, 
wherein altered biological activity, relative to that of the 
GPCR polypeptide not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder of the thyroid. The GPCR 
polypeptide can be in a cell or in a cell-free assay System. 
0300. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the thyroid. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a knock 
out mouse) having a disruption in a nucleic acid molecule 
encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 31 and 33; (b) contacting the 
transgenic non-human mammal with the candidate com 
pound; and (c) measuring biological activity of transgenic 
non-human mammal, wherein altered biological activity, 
relative to that of the GPCR transgenic non-human mammal 
not contacted with the compound, indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the thyroid. 
0301 In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
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compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the thyroid. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a mouse) 
overexpressing a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 31 and 33; (b) contacting the transgenic non-human 
mammal with the candidate compound; and (c) measuring 
biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide in the transgenic 
non-human mammal, wherein altered biological activity, 
relative to that of the transgenic non-human mammal not 
contacted with the compound, indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease dis 
ease or disorder of the thyroid. 
0302 Instill another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
thyroid. This method includes (a) providing a nucleic acid 
molecule comprising a promoter from a gene encoding a 
GPCR polypeptide listed in Tables 31 and 33, the promoter 
operably linked to a reporter system; (b) contacting the 
nucleic acid molecule with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring reporter activity, wherein altered reporter activity, 
relative to a nucleic acid molecule not contacted with the 
compound, indicates that the candidate compound may be 
useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the thyroid. 
0303. In another aspect, the invention features yet another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
thyroid. This method includes the steps of: (a) providing a 
GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a polypeptide 
listed in Tables 31 and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with 
the candidate compound; and (c) measuring interaction of the 
candidate compound to the polypeptide. Interaction of the 
compound to the polypeptide indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the thyroid. 
0304 Instill another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
thyroid. This method includes (a) providing a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 31 and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with the 
candidate compound; and (c) measuring the half-life of the 
polypeptide, wherein an alteration in the half-life of the 
polypeptide, relative to that of the polypeptide not contacted 
with the compound, indicates that the candidate compound 
may be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
thyroid. Preferably the GPCR polypeptide is in a cell or a cell 
free assay system. 
0305. In another aspect, the invention features a method 
for determining whether a patient has an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the thyroid. The method 
includes the step of determining whether the patient has a 
mutation in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in Tables 31 
and 33, wherein presence of the mutation indicates that the 
patient may have an increased risk for developing a disease or 
disorder of the thyroid. 
0306 In a related aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the thyroid. This 
method includes the step of determining whether the patient 
has a polymorphism in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 31 and 33, wherein presence of the polymorphism 
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indicates that the patient may have an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the thyroid. 
0307. In either of these two methods, the mutation or poly 
morphism is preferably associated with an alteration (for 
example, a decrease) in the biological activity of the polypep 
tide. 
0308. In another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the thyroid. The 
method includes measuring biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide from the patient that is substantially identical to 
a polypeptide listed in Tables 31 and 33, wherein increased or 
decreased levels in the GPCR biological activity, relative to 
normal levels, indicate that the patient may have an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the thyroid. 
0309. In still another aspect, the invention features yet 
another method for determining whether a patient has an 
increased risk for developing a disease or disorder of the 
thyroid. The method includes the step of measuring the 
patient's expression levels of a polypeptide listed in Tables 31 
and 33, wherein altered levels in the expression, relative to 
normal, indicate that the patient has an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the thyroid. Preferably, the 
expression levels are determined by measuring levels of 
polypeptide or mRNA. 
0310. In another aspect, the invention features a non-hu 
man mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a transgene that 
includes a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 31. 
0311. In yet another aspect, the invention features a non 
human mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a mutation in a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 31. 
0312. In a related aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a transgene that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 31. 
0313. In another aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a mutation in a nucleic acid 
molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identi 
cal to a polypeptide listed in Table 31. 
0314. In another aspect, the invention features a method of 
preventing or treating a disease of the uterus including intro 
ducing into a human an expression vector that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 32 and 33, 
operably linked to a promoter. 
0315. In still another aspect, the invention features a 
method of treating or preventing a disease of the uterus 
including administering to an animal (e.g., a human) a com 
pound that modulates the biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 32 and 33. 
0316. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the uterus. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 32 and 33; (b) contacting the 
GPCR polypeptide with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide, 
wherein altered biological activity, relative to that of the 
GPCR polypeptide not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
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treatment of a disease or disorder of the uterus. The GPCR 
polypeptide can be in a cell or in a cell-free assay System. 
0317. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the uterus. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a knock 
out mouse) having a disruption in a nucleic acid molecule 
encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Tables 32 and 33; (b) contacting trans 
genic non-human mammal with the candidate compound; 
and (c) measuring biological activity of the GPCR transgenic 
non-human mammal, wherein altered biological activity, 
relative to that of the transgenic non-human mammal not 
contacted with the compound, indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the uterus. 
0318. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the uterus. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a mouse) 
overexpressing a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 32 and 33; (b) contacting the transgenic non-human 
mammal with the candidate compound; and (c) measuring 
biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide in the transgenic 
non-human mammal, wherein altered biological activity, 
relative to that of the transgenic non-human mammal not 
contacted with the compound, indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the uterus. 
0319 Instill another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
uterus. This method includes (a) providing a nucleic acid 
molecule comprising a promoter from a gene encoding a 
GPCR polypeptide listed in Tables 32 and 33, the promoter 
operably linked to a reporter system; (b) contacting the 
nucleic acid molecule with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring reporter activity, wherein altered reporter activity, 
relative to a nucleic acid molecule not contacted with the 
compound, indicates that the candidate compound may be 
useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the uterus. 
0320 In another aspect, the invention features yet another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
uterus. 

0321. This method includes the steps of: (a) providing a 
GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a polypeptide 
listed in Tables 32 and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with 
the candidate compound; and (c) measuring interaction of the 
candidate compound to the polypeptide. Interaction of the 
compound to the polypeptide indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the uterus. 

0322. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
uterus. This method includes (a) providing a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Tables 32 
and 33; (b) contacting the polypeptide with the candidate 
compound; and (c) measuring the half-life of the polypeptide, 
wherein an alteration in the half-life of the polypeptide, rela 
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tive to that of the polypeptide not contacted with the com 
pound, indicates that the candidate compound may be useful 
for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the uterus. Pref 
erably the GPCR polypeptide is in a cell or a cell free assay 
system. 
0323. In another aspect, the invention features a method 
for determining whether a patient has an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the uterus. The method 
includes the step of determining whether the patient has a 
mutation in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in Tables 32 
and 33, wherein presence of the mutation indicates that the 
patient may have an increased risk for developing a disease or 
disorder of the uterus. 

0324. In a related aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the uterus. This 
method includes the step of determining whether the patient 
has a polymorphism in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in 
Tables 32 and 33, wherein presence of the polymorphism 
indicates that the patient may have an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the uterus. 
0325 In either of these two methods, the mutation or poly 
morphism is preferably associated with an alteration (for 
example, a decrease) in the biological activity of the polypep 
tide. 

0326 In another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the uterus. The 
method includes measuring biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide from the patient that is substantially identical to 
a polypeptide listed in Tables 32 and 33, wherein increased or 
decreased levels in the GPCR biological activity, relative to 
normal levels, indicate that the patient may have an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the uterus. 
0327. In still another aspect, the invention features yet 
another method for determining whether a patient has an 
increased risk for developing a disease or disorder of the 
uterus. The method includes the step of measuring the 
patient's expression levels of a polypeptide listed in Tables 32 
and 33, wherein altered levels in the expression, relative to 
normal, indicate that the patient has an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the uterus. Preferably, the 
expression levels are determined by measuring levels of 
polypeptide or mRNA. 
0328. In another aspect, the invention features a non-hu 
man mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a transgene that 
includes a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 32. 
0329. In yet another aspect, the invention features a non 
human mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a mutation in a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 32. 
0330. In a related aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a transgene that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 32. 
0331. In another aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a mutation in a nucleic acid 
molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identi 
cal to a polypeptide listed in Table 32. 
0332. In another aspect, the invention features a method of 
preventing or treating a disease of the pancreas including 
introducing into a human an expression vector that includes a 
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nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 1 operably 
linked to a promoter. 
0333. In still another aspect, the invention features a 
method of treating or preventing a disease of the pancreas 
including administering to an animal (e.g., a human) a com 
pound that modulates the biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Table 1. 
0334. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the pancreas. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Table 1; (b) contacting the GPCR 
polypeptide with the candidate compound; and (c) measuring 
biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide, wherein altered 
biological activity, relative to that of the GPCR polypeptide 
not contacted with the compound, indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the pancreas. The GPCR polypeptide can be in a 
cell or in a cell-free assay system. 
0335. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the pancreas. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a knock 
out mouse) having a disruption in a nucleic acid molecule 
encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Table 1; (b) contacting the transgenic 
non-human mammal with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide in the 
transgenic non-human mammal, wherein altered biological 
activity, relative to that of the transgenic non-human mammal 
not contacted with the compound, indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the pancreas. 
0336. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the pancreas. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a mouse) 
overexpressing a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
any one of Table 1; (b) contacting the transgenic non-human 
mammal with the candidate compound; and (c) measuring 
biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide in the transgenic 
non-human mammal, wherein altered biological activity, 
relative to that of the transgenic non-human mammal not 
contacted with the compound, indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the pancreas. 
0337 Instill another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
pancreas. This method includes (a) providing a nucleic acid 
molecule comprising a promoter from a gene encoding a 
GPCR polypeptide listed in Table 1, the promoter operably 
linked to a reporter system; (b) contacting the nucleic acid 
molecule with the candidate compound; and (c) measuring 
reporter activity, wherein altered reporter activity, relative to 
a nucleic acid molecule not contacted with the compound, 
indicates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder of the pancreas. 
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0338. In another aspect, the invention features yet another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
pancreas. This method includes the steps of: (a) providing a 
GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a polypeptide 
listed in Table 1; (b) contacting the polypeptide with the 
candidate compound; and (c) measuring interaction of the 
candidate compound to the polypeptide. Interaction of the 
compound to the polypeptide indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the pancreas. 
0339 Instill another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
pancreas. This method includes (a) providing a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Table 1; (b) contacting the polypeptide with the candidate 
compound; and (c) measuring the half-life of the polypeptide, 
wherein an alteration in the half-life of the polypeptide, rela 
tive to that of the polypeptide not contacted with the com 
pound, indicates that the candidate compound may be useful 
for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the pancreas. 
Preferably the GPCR polypeptide is in a cell or a cell free 
assay system. 
0340. In another aspect, the invention features a method 
for determining whether a patient has an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the pancreas. The method 
includes the step of determining whether the patient has a 
mutation in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in Table 1. 
wherein presence of the mutation indicates that the patient 
has an increased risk for developing a disease or disorder of 
the pancreas. 
0341. In a related aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the pancreas. This 
method includes the step of determining whether the patient 
has a polymorphism in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in 
Table 1, wherein presence of the polymorphism indicates that 
the patient may have an increased risk for developing a dis 
ease or disorder of the pancreas. 
0342. In either of these two methods, the mutation or poly 
morphism is preferably associated with an alteration (for 
example, a decrease) in the biological activity of the polypep 
tide. 

0343. In another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the pancreas. The 
method includes measuring biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide from the patient that is substantially identical to 
a polypeptide listed in Table 1, wherein increased or 
decreased levels in the GPCR biological activity, relative to 
normal levels, indicates that the patient has an increased risk 
for developing a disease or disorder of the pancreas. 
0344. In still another aspect, the invention features yet 
another method for determining whether a patient has an 
increased risk for developing a disease or disorder of the 
pancreas. The method includes the step of measuring the 
patient's expression levels of a polypeptide listed in Table 1, 
wherein altered levels in the expression, relative to normal, 
indicate that the patient has an increased risk for developing a 
disease or disorder of the pancreas. Preferably, the expression 
levels are determined by measuring levels of polypeptide or 
mRNA. 
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0345. In another aspect, the invention features a non-hu 
man mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a transgene that 
includes a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 1. 
0346. In yet another aspect, the invention features a non 
human mammal (e.g., a mouse), having a mutation in a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 1. 
0347 In a related aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a transgene that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 1. 
0348. In another aspect, the invention features a cell from 
a non-human mammal having a mutation in a nucleic acid 
molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identi 
cal to a polypeptide listed in Table 1. 
0349. In another aspect, the invention features a method of 
preventing or treating a disease of the bone and joints includ 
ing introducing into a human an expression vector that 
includes a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table I 
operably linked to a promoter. 
0350. In still another aspect, the invention features a 
method of treating or preventing a disease of the bone and 
joints including administering to an animal (e.g., a human) a 
compound that modulates the biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Table 1. 
0351. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the bone and joints. This method includes the 
steps of (a) providing a GPCR polypeptide substantially iden 
tical to a polypeptide listed in Table 1; (b) contacting the 
GPCR polypeptide with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide, 
wherein altered biological activity, relative to that of the 
GPCR polypeptide not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder of the bone and joints. The 
GPCR polypeptide can be in a cell or in a cell-free assay 
system. 
0352. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the bone and joints. This method includes the 
steps of (a) providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., 
a knock-out mouse) having a disruption in a nucleic acid 
molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identi 
cal to a polypeptide listed in Table 1; (b) contacting the 
transgenic non-human mammal with the candidate com 
pound; and (c) measuring biological activity of the GPCR 
polypeptide in the transgenic non-human mammal, wherein 
altered biological activity, relative to that of the transgenic 
non-human mammal not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder of the bone and joints. 
0353. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the bone and joints. This method includes the 
steps of (a) providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., 
a mouse) overexpressing a nucleic acid molecule encoding a 
GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a polypeptide 
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listed in any one of Table 1; (b) contacting the transgenic 
non-human mammal with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide in the 
transgenic non-human mammal, wherein altered biological 
activity, relative to that of the transgenic non-human mammal 
not contacted with the compound, indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the bone and joints. 
0354. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the bone 
and joints. This method includes (a) providing a nucleic acid 
molecule comprising a promoter from a gene encoding a 
GPCR polypeptide listed in Table 1, the promoter operably 
linked to a reporter system; (b) contacting the nucleic acid 
molecule with the candidate compound; and (c) measuring 
reporter activity, wherein altered reporter activity, relative to 
a nucleic acid molecule not contacted with the compound, 
indicates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder of the bone and joints. 
0355. In another aspect, the invention features yet another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the bone 
and joints. This method includes the steps of: (a) providing a 
GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a polypeptide 
listed in Table 1; (b) contacting the polypeptide with the 
candidate compound; and (c) measuring interaction of the 
candidate compound to the polypeptide. Interaction of the 
compound to the polypeptide indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the bone and joints. 
0356. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the bone 
and joints. This method includes (a) providing a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Table 1; (b) contacting the polypeptide with the candidate 
compound; and (c) measuring the half-life of the polypeptide, 
wherein an alteration in the half-life of the polypeptide, rela 
tive to that of the polypeptide not contacted with the com 
pound, indicates that the candidate compound may be useful 
for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the bone and 
joints. Preferably the GPCR polypeptide is in a cell or a cell 
free assay system. 
0357. In another aspect, the invention features a method 
for determining whether a patient has an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the bone and joints. The 
method includes the step of determining whether the patient 
has a mutation in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in 
Table 1, wherein presence of the mutation indicates that the 
patient has an increased risk for developing a disease or 
disorder of the bone and joints. 
0358. In a related aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the bone and 
joints. This method includes the step of determining whether 
the patient has a polymorphism in a gene encoding a polypep 
tide listed in Table 1, wherein presence of the polymorphism 
indicates that the patient may have an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the bone and joints. 
0359. In either of these two methods, the mutation or poly 
morphism is preferably associated with an alteration (for 
example, a decrease) in the biological activity of the polypep 
tide. 
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0360. In another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the bone and 
joints. The method includes measuring biological activity of 
a GPCR polypeptide from the patient that is substantially 
identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 1, wherein increased 
or decreased levels in the GPCR biological activity, relative to 
normal levels, indicates that the patient has an increased risk 
for developing a disease or disorder of the bone and joints. 
0361. In still another aspect, the invention features yet 
another method for determining whether a patient has an 
increased risk for developing a disease or disorder of the bone 
and joints. The method includes the step of measuring the 
patient's expression levels of a polypeptide listed in Table 1, 
wherein altered levels in the expression, relative to normal, 
indicate that the patient has an increased risk for developing a 
disease or disorder of the bone and joints. Preferably, the 
expression levels are determined by measuring levels of 
polypeptide or mRNA. 
0362. In another aspect, the invention features a method of 
preventing or treating a disease of the breast including intro 
ducing into a human an expression vector that includes a 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide sub 
stantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 1 operably 
linked to a promoter. 
0363. In still another aspect, the invention features a 
method of treating or preventing a disease of the breast 
including administering to an animal (e.g., a human) a com 
pound that modulates the biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Table 1. 
0364. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the breast. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Table 1; (b) contacting the GPCR 
polypeptide with the candidate compound; and (c) measuring 
biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide, wherein altered 
biological activity, relative to that of the GPCR polypeptide 
not contacted with the compound, indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the breast. The GPCR polypeptide can be in a cell 
or in a cell-free assay system. 
0365. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the breast. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a knock 
out mouse) having a disruption in a nucleic acid molecule 
encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Table 1; (b) contacting the transgenic 
non-human mammal with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide in the 
transgenic non-human mammal, wherein altered biological 
activity, relative to that of the transgenic non-human mammal 
not contacted with the compound, indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the breast. 
0366. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the breast. This method includes the steps of (a) 
providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., a mouse) 
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overexpressing a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
any one of Table 1; (b) contacting the transgenic non-human 
mammal with the candidate compound; and (c) measuring 
biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide in the transgenic 
non-human mammal, wherein altered biological activity, 
relative to that of the transgenic non-human mammal not 
contacted with the compound, indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the breast. 

0367. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
breast. This method includes (a) providing a nucleic acid 
molecule comprising a promoter from a gene encoding a 
GPCR polypeptide listed in Table 1, the promoter operably 
linked to a reporter system; (b) contacting the nucleic acid 
molecule with the candidate compound; and (c) measuring 
reporter activity, wherein altered reporter activity, relative to 
a nucleic acid molecule not contacted with the compound, 
indicates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder of the breast. 

0368. In another aspect, the invention features yet another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
breast. This method includes the steps of: (a) providing a 
GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a polypeptide 
listed in Table 1; (b) contacting the polypeptide with the 
candidate compound; and (c) measuring interaction of the 
candidate compound to the polypeptide. Interaction of the 
compound to the polypeptide indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the breast. 

0369. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
breast. This method includes (a) providing a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table 1: 
(b) contacting the polypeptide with the candidate compound; 
and (c) measuring the half-life of the polypeptide, wherein an 
alteration in the half-life of the polypeptide, relative to that of 
the polypeptide not contacted with the compound, indicates 
that the candidate compound may be useful for the treatment 
of a disease or disorder of the breast. Preferably the GPCR 
polypeptide is in a cell or a cell free assay system. 
0370. In another aspect, the invention features a method 
for determining whether a patient has an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the breast. The method 
includes the step of determining whether the patient has a 
mutation in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in Table 1, 
wherein presence of the mutation indicates that the patient 
has an increased risk for developing a disease or disorder of 
the breast. 

0371. In a related aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the breast. This 
method includes the step of determining whether the patient 
has a polymorphism in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in 
Table 1, wherein presence of the polymorphism indicates that 
the patient may have an increased risk for developing a dis 
ease or disorder of the breast. 
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0372. In either of these two methods, the mutation or poly 
morphism is preferably associated with an alteration (for 
example, a decrease) in the biological activity of the polypep 
tide. 

0373) In another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the breast. The 
method includes measuring biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide from the patient that is substantially identical to 
a polypeptide listed in Table 1, wherein increased or 
decreased levels in the GPCR biological activity, relative to 
normal levels, indicates that the patient has an increased risk 
for developing a disease or disorder of the breast. 
0374. In still another aspect, the invention features yet 
another method for determining whether a patient has an 
increased risk for developing a disease or disorder of the 
breast. The method includes the step of measuring the 
patient's expression levels of a polypeptide listed in Table 1, 
wherein altered levels in the expression, relative to normal, 
indicate that the patient has an increased risk for developing a 
disease or disorder of the breast. Preferably, the expression 
levels are determined by measuring levels of polypeptide or 
mRNA. 

0375. In another aspect, the invention features a method of 
preventing or treating a disease of the immune system includ 
ing introducing into a human an expression vector that 
includes a nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypep 
tide substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in Table I 
operably linked to a promoter. 
0376. In still another aspect, the invention features a 
method of treating or preventing a disease of the immune 
system including administering to an animal (e.g., a human) 
a compound that modulates the biological activity of a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Table 1. 
0377. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the immune system. This method includes the 
steps of (a) providing a GPCR polypeptide substantially iden 
tical to a polypeptide listed in Table 1; (b) contacting the 
GPCR polypeptide with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide, 
wherein altered biological activity, relative to that of the 
GPCR polypeptide not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder of the immune system. The 
GPCR polypeptide can be in a cell or in a cell-free assay 
system. 
0378. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the immune system. This method includes the 
steps of (a) providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., 
a knock-out mouse) having a disruption in a nucleic acid 
molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identi 
cal to a polypeptide listed in Table 1; (b) contacting the 
transgenic non-human mammal with the candidate com 
pound; and (c) measuring biological activity of the GPCR 
polypeptide in the transgenic non-human mammal, wherein 
altered biological activity, relative to that of the transgenic 
non-human mammal not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder of the immune system. 
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0379. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the immune system. This method includes the 
steps of (a) providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., 
a mouse) overexpressing a nucleic acid molecule encoding a 
GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a polypeptide 
listed in any one of Table 1; (b) contacting the transgenic 
non-human mammal with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide in the 
transgenic non-human mammal, wherein altered biological 
activity, relative to that of the transgenic non-human mammal 
not contacted with the compound, indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the immune system. 
0380. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
immune system. This method includes (a) providing a nucleic 
acid molecule comprising a promoter from a gene encoding a 
GPCR polypeptide listed in Table 1, the promoter operably 
linked to a reporter system; (b) contacting the nucleic acid 
molecule with the candidate compound; and (c) measuring 
reporter activity, wherein altered reporter activity, relative to 
a nucleic acid molecule not contacted with the compound, 
indicates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder of the immune system. 
0381. In another aspect, the invention features yet another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
immune system. This method includes the steps of: (a) pro 
viding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Table 1; (b) contacting the polypeptide 
with the candidate compound; and (c) measuring interaction 
of the candidate compound to the polypeptide. Interaction of 
the compound to the polypeptide indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder of the immune system. 
0382 Instill another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the 
immune system. This method includes (a) providing a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Table 1; (b) contacting the polypeptide with the candidate 
compound; and (c) measuring the half-life of the polypeptide, 
wherein an alteration in the half-life of the polypeptide, rela 
tive to that of the polypeptide not contacted with the com 
pound, indicates that the candidate compound may be useful 
for the treatment of a disease or disorder of the immune 
system. Preferably the GPCR polypeptide is in a cellor a cell 
free assay system. 
0383. In another aspect, the invention features a method 
for determining whether a patient has an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the immune system. The 
method includes the step of determining whether the patient 
has a mutation in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in 
Table 1, wherein presence of the mutation indicates that the 
patient has an increased risk for developing a disease or 
disorder of the immune system. 
0384. In a related aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the immune sys 
tem. This method includes the step of determining whether 
the patient has a polymorphism in a gene encoding a polypep 
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tide listed in Table 1, wherein presence of the polymorphism 
indicates that the patient may have an increased risk for 
developing a disease or disorder of the immune system. 
0385. In either of these two methods, the mutation or poly 
morphism is preferably associated with an alteration (for 
example, a decrease) in the biological activity of the polypep 
tide. 
0386. In another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a disease or disorder of the immune sys 
tem. The method includes measuring biological activity of a 
GPCR polypeptide from the patient that is substantially iden 
tical to a polypeptide listed in Table 1, wherein increased or 
decreased levels in the GPCR biological activity, relative to 
normal levels, indicates that the patient has an increased risk 
for developing a disease or disorder of the immune system. 
0387. In still another aspect, the invention features yet 
another method for determining whether a patient has an 
increased risk for developing a disease or disorder of the 
immune system. The method includes the step of measuring 
the patient's expression levels of a polypeptide listed in Table 
1, wherein altered levels in the expression, relative to normal, 
indicate that the patient has an increased risk for developing a 
disease or disorder of the immune system. Preferably, the 
expression levels are determined by measuring levels of 
polypeptide or mRNA. 
0388. In another aspect, the invention features a method of 
preventing or treating a metabolic or nutritive disease or 
disorder, including introducing into a human an expression 
vector that includes a nucleic acid molecule encoding a 
GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a polypeptide 
listed in Table 1 operably linked to a promoter. 
0389. In still another aspect, the invention features a 
method of treating or preventing a metabolic or nutritive 
disease or disorder, including administering to an animal 
(e.g., a human) a compound that modulates the biological 
activity of a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide listed in Table 1. 
0390. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a metabolic 
or nutritive disease or disorder. This method includes the 
steps of (a) providing a GPCR polypeptide substantially iden 
tical to a polypeptide listed in Table 1; (b) contacting the 
GPCR polypeptide with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide, 
wherein altered biological activity, relative to that of the 
GPCR polypeptide not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a metabolic or nutritive disease or disorder. The 
GPCR polypeptide can be in a cell or in a cell-free assay 
system. 
0391. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a metabolic 
or nutritive disease or disorder. This method includes the 
steps of (a) providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., 
a knock-out mouse) having a disruption in a nucleic acid 
molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide substantially identi 
cal to a polypeptide listed in Table 1; (b) contacting the 
transgenic non-human mammal with the candidate com 
pound; and (c) measuring biological activity of the GPCR 
polypeptide in the transgenic non-human mammal, wherein 
altered biological activity, relative to that of the transgenic 
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non-human mammal not contacted with the compound, indi 
cates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a metabolic or nutritive disease or disorder. 
0392. In yet another aspect, the invention features a 
method for determining whether a candidate compound is a 
compound that may be useful for the treatment of a metabolic 
or nutritive disease or disorder. This method includes the 
steps of (a) providing a transgenic non-human mammal (e.g., 
a mouse) overexpressing a nucleic acid molecule encoding a 
GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a polypeptide 
listed in any one of Table 1; (b) contacting the transgenic 
non-human mammal with the candidate compound; and (c) 
measuring biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide in the 
transgenic non-human mammal, wherein altered biological 
activity, relative to that of the transgenic non-human mammal 
not contacted with the compound, indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a metabolic or 
nutritive disease or disorder. 
0393 Instill another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a metabolic or nutritive disease 
or disorder. This method includes (a) providing a nucleic acid 
molecule comprising a promoter from a gene encoding a 
GPCR polypeptide listed in Table 1, the promoter operably 
linked to a reporter system; (b) contacting the nucleic acid 
molecule with the candidate compound; and (c) measuring 
reporter activity, wherein altered reporter activity, relative to 
a nucleic acid molecule not contacted with the compound, 
indicates that the candidate compound may be useful for the 
treatment of a metabolic or nutritive disease or disorder. 
0394. In another aspect, the invention features yet another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a metabolic or nutritive disease 
or disorder. This method includes the steps of: (a) providing a 
GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a polypeptide 
listed in Table 1; (b) contacting the polypeptide with the 
candidate compound; and (c) measuring interaction of the 
candidate compound to the polypeptide. Interaction of the 
compound to the polypeptide indicates that the candidate 
compound may be useful for the treatment of a metabolic or 
nutritive disease or disorder. 

0395. In still another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a candidate compound may 
be useful for the treatment of a metabolic or nutritive disease 
or disorder. This method includes (a) providing a GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide listed in 
Table 1; (b) contacting the polypeptide with the candidate 
compound; and (c) measuring the half-life of the polypeptide, 
wherein an alteration in the half-life of the polypeptide, rela 
tive to that of the polypeptide not contacted with the com 
pound, indicates that the candidate compound may be useful 
for the treatment of a metabolic or nutritive disease or disor 
der. Preferably the GPCR polypeptide is in a cell or a cell free 
assay system. 
0396. In another aspect, the invention features a method 
for determining whether a patient has an increased risk for 
developing a metabolic or nutritive disease or disorder. The 
method includes the step of determining whether the patient 
has a mutation in a gene encoding a polypeptide listed in 
Table 1, wherein presence of the mutation indicates that the 
patient has an increased risk for developing a metabolic or 
nutritive disease or disorder. 

0397. In a related aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
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risk for developing a metabolic or nutritive disease or disor 
der. This method includes the step of determining whether the 
patient has a polymorphism in a gene encoding a polypeptide 
listed in Table 1, wherein presence of the polymorphism 
indicates that the patient may have an increased risk for 
developing a metabolic or nutritive disease or disorder. 
0398. In either of these two methods, the mutation or poly 
morphism is preferably associated with an alteration (for 
example, a decrease) in the biological activity of the polypep 
tide. 

0399. In another aspect, the invention features another 
method for determining whether a patient has an increased 
risk for developing a metabolic or nutritive disease or disor 
der. The method includes measuring biological activity of a 
GPCR polypeptide from the patient that is substantially iden 
tical to a polypeptide listed in Table 1, wherein increased or 
decreased levels in the GPCR biological activity, relative to 
normal levels, indicates that the patient has an increased risk 
for developing a metabolic or nutritive disease or disorder. 
0400. In still another aspect, the invention features yet 
another method for determining whether a patient has an 
increased risk for developing a metabolic or nutritive disease 
or disorder. The method includes the step of measuring the 
patient's expression levels of a polypeptide listed in Table 1, 
wherein altered levels in the expression, relative to normal, 
indicate that the patient has an increased risk for developing a 
metabolic or nutritive disease or disorder. Preferably, the 
expression levels are determined by measuring levels of 
polypeptide or mRNA. 
04.01. In another aspect, the invention features a transgenic 
mouse expressing a transgene encoding a human GPCR 
polypeptide listed in Table 1. The transgene may be operably 
linked, e.g., to an inducible, cell-type, or tissue-specific pro 
moter. In one embodiment, the transgenic mouse has a muta 
tion in a gene that is orthologous to the transgene. For 
example, the transgene encoding the human GPCR polypep 
tide may entirely replace the coding sequence of the ortholo 
gous mouse gene or the transgene might complement a knock 
out of the orthologous mouse gene. 
0402. In a related embodiment, the transgenic mouse has a 
mutation (e.g., a deletion, frameshift, insertion or a point 
mutation) in a gene listed in Table 1. 
0403. In another aspect, the invention features an isolated 
cell or population of cells derived from a transgenic mouse 
either expressing a transgene encoding a human GPCR 
polypeptide listed in Table 1 or has a mutation (e.g., a dele 
tion, frameshift, insertion or a point mutation) in a gene listed 
in Table 1. 

04.04 The invention also features a method for identifying 
a compound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease 
or disorder described herein. The method includes the steps of 
administering a candidate compound to a transgenic mouse 
expressing a transgene encoding a GPCR polypeptide listed 
in Table 1; and determining whether the candidate compound 
decreases the biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide, 
wherein a decrease in the biological activity of the GPCR 
polypeptide identifies the candidate compound as a com 
pound that may be useful for the treatment of a disease or 
disorder. In one embodiment, the transgenic mouse has a 
mutation (e.g., a deletion, frameshift, insertion or a point 
mutation) in a gene listed in Table 1. In a related embodiment, 
the mouse has a mutation in the gene that is orthologous to the 
transgene. 
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0405. In a related aspect, the invention features another 
method for identifying a compound that may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder described herein. This 
method includes the steps of administering a candidate com 
pound to a transgenic mouse expressing a transgene encoding 
a GPCR polypeptide in a gene listed in Table 1, and having a 
disease or disorder caused by the expression of the transgene; 
and determining whether the candidate compound treats the 
disease or disorder. 

0406. In a related aspect, the invention features another 
method for identifying a compound that may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder described herein. This 
method includes the steps of administering a candidate com 
pound to a transgenic mouse transgenic mouse containing a 
mutation (e.g., a deletion, frameshift, insertion or a point 
mutation) in a gene listed in Table 1, and having a disease or 
disorder caused by gene disruption; and determining whether 
candidate compound treats the disease or disorder. 
0407. In still another aspect, the invention features a 
method for identifying a compound that may be useful for the 
treatment of a disease or disorder described herein. This 
method includes the steps of contacting a candidate com 
pound with a cell from a transgenic mouse expressing a 
transgene encoding a GPCR polypeptide in a gene listed in 
Table 1; and determining whether the candidate compound 
decreases the biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide. A 
decrease in the biological activity of the GPCR polypeptide 
identifies the candidate compound as a compound that may be 
useful for the treatment of a disease or disorder. In one 
embodiment, the transgenic mouse from which the cell was 
derived has a mutation (e.g., a deletion, frameshift, insertion 
or a point mutation) in a gene listed in Table 1. In a related 
embodiment, the mouse has a mutation in the polypeptide that 
is orthologous to the GPCR polypeptide encoded by the trans 
gene. 

0408. The invention also features a kit that includes a 
plurality of polynucleotides, wherein each polynucleotide 
hybridizes under high stringency conditions to a GPCR poly 
nucleotide of Table 1. At least 50 different polynucleotides, 
each capable of hybridizing under high Stringency conditions 
to a different human GPCR polynucleotide listed on Table 1, 
are present in the kit. 
04.09. The invention features another kit that includes a 
plurality of polynucleotides. In this kit, polynucleotides that 
hybridize under high stringency conditions, each to a differ 
ent GPCR polynucleotide listed on one of Tables 3-33, are 
present in the kit such that the kit includes polynucleotides 
that collectively hybridize to every GPCR polynucleotide 
listed on one of Tables 3-33. 

0410 The invention features another kit, this kit including 
a plurality of mice, each mouse having a mutation in a GPCR 
polynucleotide of Table 1, wherein at least 50 mice, each 
having a mutation in a different GPCR polynucleotide listed 
on Table 1, are present in the kit. This kit may optionally 
include a plurality of polynucleotides, wherein each poly 
nucleotide hybridizes under high Stringency conditions to a 
GPCR polynucleotide of Table 1, wherein at least 50 different 
polynucleotides, each capable of hybridizing under high 
stringency conditions to a different mouse GPCR polynucle 
otide listed on Table 1, are present in the kit. 
0411. The invention features another kit that includes a 
plurality of mice having a mutation in a GPCR polynucle 
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otide. In this kit, mice having a mutation in each GPCR 
polynucleotide listed on one of Tables 3-33 are present in the 
kit. 
0412. In any of the foregoing kits, at least one of the GPCR 
polynucleotides is desirably a GPCR polynucleotide of Table 
2 
0413. In particular embodiment, the present invention pro 
vides methods of treating or preventing neurological and 
metabolic diseases and disorders, comprising administering 
to a patient a modulator of one or more G protein coupled 
receptors, including, e.g., GPR88, GPR 22, and the Super 
conserved Receptors Expressed in Brain (SREB) GPCRs. 
SREB GPCRs include GPR85 (SREB2), SREB3 (GPR173), 
and SREB1 (GPR27). In addition, the present invention pro 
vides related methods of diagnosing or detecting a neurologi 
cal or metabolic disease or disorder, comprising measuring 
altered expression or activity of one or more G protein 
coupled receptors, or identifying a mutation in a one or more 
G protein coupled receptor genes, in a patient. The invention 
further provides related kits useful in the diagnosis and treat 
ment of neurological and metabolic diseases and disorders. 
0414. In certain embodiments, the present invention 
includes a method of treating or preventing a neurological 
disease or disorder in a patient, said method comprising 
administering to said patient a first nucleic acid molecule 
encoding a GPCR polypeptide having the amino acid 
sequence set forth in any one of SEQID NOs:488,243,558 
or 484, or a variant or fragment thereof. In one embodiment, 
this method comprises administering to said patient an 
expression vector comprising a nucleic acid molecule oper 
ably linked to a promoter, said nucleic acid molecule encod 
ing a GPCR polypeptide having the amino acid sequence set 
forth in any one of SEQID NOs:488, 243,558 or 484, or a 
variant or fragment thereof. 
0415. In a related embodiment, wherein said first nucleic 
acid molecule encodes a GPCR polypeptide having the amino 
acid sequence set forth in any one of SEQID NOs:488 or 243, 
the above method further comprises administering a second 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide having 
the amino acid sequence set forth in any one of SEQ ID 
NOs:552, 488, or 243, or a variant or fragment thereof, 
wherein said first and second nucleic acid molecules encode 
different GPCR polypeptides. In one particular embodiment, 
the first and second nucleic acid molecules encode GPCR 
polypeptides having the amino acid sequences set forth in 
SEQ ID NO:488 and SEQID NO:552, respectively. 
0416) In another embodiment, the present invention 
includes a method of treating or preventing a neurological 
disease or disorder in a patient, said method comprising 
administering to said patient a first compound that modulates 
the biological activity or expression of a GPCR polypeptide 
having the amino acid sequence set forth in any one of SEQ 
ID NOS:488, 243, 558, or 484. In another embodiment, 
wherein said first nucleic acid molecule encodes a GPCR 
polypeptide having the amino acid sequence set forth in any 
one of SEQID NOs:488 or 243, the method further comprises 
administering to said patient a second compound that modu 
lates the biological activity or expression of a GPCR polypep 
tide having the amino acid sequence set forth in any one of 
SEQID NOS:552, 488, or 243, wherein said first and second 
compounds modulate different GPCR polypeptides. In par 
ticular embodiments, said first or second compound is a 
nucleic acid molecule comprising a portion of the polynucle 
otide sequence set forth in any one of SEQ ID NOs: 1046, 
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1014, 894, 1049, or 1012, or a complement thereof. In certain 
embodiments, the nucleic acid molecule may be a virus, 
plasmid, antisense RNA, ribozyme, or RNAioligonucleotide. 
In other embodiments, the compound is an antibody that 
specifically binds a polypeptide having the amino acid 
sequence set forth in any one of SEQID NOS:552, 488. 243, 
558, or 484. In yet another embodiment, the compound is a 
Small molecule. In certain embodiments, said compound 
increases the biological activity or expression of a polypep 
tide having the amino acid sequence set forth in any one of 
SEQ ID NOS:552, 488, 243, 558, or 484. In other embodi 
ments, said compound decreases the biological activity or 
expression of a polypeptide having the amino acid sequence 
set forth in any one of SEQ ID NOS:552, 488, 243,558, or 
484. In certain embodiments, two or more of such compounds 
are administered, wherein each binds a different polypeptide 
having the amino acid sequence set forth in any one of SEQ 
ID NOS:552, 488, or 243. In one embodiment, said first and 
second compounds modulate the biological activity or 
expression of GPCR polypeptides having the amino acid 
sequences set forth in SEQID NO:488 and SEQID NO:552, 
respectively. 
0417. In further related embodiments, the present inven 
tion includes methods for determining whether a patient has 
an increased risk for developing a neurological disease or 
disorder. In one embodiment, said method comprises deter 
mining the presence of a mutation or polymorphism in a first 
gene encoding a GPCR polypeptide having the amino acid 
sequence set forth in any one of SEQID NOs:488,243,558, 
or 484 in a patient, wherein the presence of said mutation or 
polymorphism indicates that said patient has an increased risk 
for developing a neurological disease or disorder. In a related 
embodiment, wherein the first gene encodes a GPCR 
polypeptide having the amino acid sequence set forth in any 
one of SEQID NOs:488 or 243, the method further comprises 
determining the presence of a mutation or polymorphism in a 
second gene encoding a GPCR polypeptide having the amino 
acid sequence set forth in any one of SEQID NOS:552, 488, 
or 243, wherein said first and second gene encode different 
GPCR polypeptides, and wherein the presence of mutations 
or polymorphisms in both genes indicates that said patient has 
an increased risk for developing a neurological disease or 
disorder. 

0418. In another embodiment, the method comprises mea 
Suring in said patient, or a biological sample obtained from 
said patient, the level of biological activity of a first GPCR 
polypeptide having the amino acid sequence set forth in any 
one of SEQID NOs:488,243,558, or 484, wherein an altered 
level in said biological activity, relative to a normal control 
level, indicates that said patient has an increased risk for 
developing a neurological disease or disorder. In a related 
embodiment, wherein the first GPCR polypeptide has the 
amino acid sequence set forth in any one of SEQID NOs:488 
or 243, the method further comprises measuring in said 
patient, or a biological sample obtained from said patient, the 
level of biological activity of a second GPCR polypeptide 
having the amino acid sequence set forth in any one of SEQ 
ID NOS:552,488, or 243, wherein said first and second GPCR 
polypeptides are different and wherein an altered level in 
biological activity of both the first and second GPCR 
polypeptides, relative to a normal control levels, indicates that 
said patient has an increased risk for developing a neurologi 
cal disease or disorder. 
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0419. In yet another embodiment, said method comprises 
measuring in said patient, or in a biological sample, e.g., cells, 
obtained from said patient, the level of expression of a first 
GPCR polypeptide having the amino acid sequence set forth 
in any one of SEQID NOs:488,243,558, or 484, wherein an 
altered level in said expression, relative to a normal control 
level, indicates that said patient has an increased risk for 
developing a neurological disease or disorder. In a related 
embodiment, wherein the first GPCR polypeptide has the 
amino acid sequence set forth in any one of SEQID NOs:488 
or 243, the method further comprises measuring in said 
patient, or in a biological sample obtained from said patient, 
the expression of a second GPCR polypeptide having the 
amino acid sequence set forth in any one of SEQID NOS:552, 
488, or 243, wherein said first and second GPCR polypeptide 
are different and wherein an altered level in expression of 
both GPCRs, relative to a normal control levels, indicates that 
said patient has an increased risk for developing a neurologi 
cal disease or disorder. In one embodiment, expression is 
determined by measuring levels of said GPCR polypeptide. 
In particular embodiments, said expression is determined by 
measuring levels of RNA encoding said GPCR polypeptide. 
0420. The present invention also provides methods for 
identifying a compound for the treatment or prevention of a 
neurological disease or disorder, comprising: contacting a 
cell expressing a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to 
a polypeptide having the amino acid sequence set forth in any 
one of SEQID NOs:488,243,558, or 484 with a candidate 
compound; and measuring the biological activity or expres 
sion of said GPCR polypeptide expressed in said cell, 
wherein altered biological activity or expression of said 
GPCR polypeptide, relative to a cell not contacted with said 
compound, indicates that said candidate compound useful for 
the treatment of a neurological disease or disorder. 
0421. In a related embodiment, the present invention 
includes a method for identifying a compound for the treat 
ment or prevention of a neurological disease or disorder, said 
method comprising: contacting a GPCR polypeptide Substan 
tially identical to a polypeptide having the amino acid 
sequence set forth in any one of SEQID NOs:488,243,558, 
or 484 with a candidate compound; and determining whether 
said candidate compound binds to said GPCR polypeptide, 
wherein binding of said candidate compound to said GPCR 
polypeptide identifies said candidate compound as a com 
pound useful for the treatment or prevention of a neurological 
disease or disorder. 

0422. In a further related embodiment, the invention 
includes a method for identifying a compound for the treat 
ment of a neurological disease or disorder, said method com 
prising administering a candidate compound to a transgenic 
animal expressing a transgene encoding a human GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide having 
the amino acid sequence set forth in any one of SEQ ID 
NOs:488, 243, 558, or 484; and determining whether said 
candidate compound alters the biological activity or expres 
sion of said GPCR polypeptide, wherein a alteration in the 
biological activity or expression of said GPCR polypeptide 
identifies said candidate compound as a compound useful for 
the treatment of a neurological disease or disorder. In one 
embodiment, said animal has a mutation in the endogenous 
gene that is orthologous to said transgene. 
0423. In yet a further embodiment, the present invention 
includes a method for identifying a compound for the treat 
ment of a neurological disease or disorder, said method com 
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prising the steps of administering a candidate compound to a 
transgenic animal expressing in one of its neurological tissues 
a transgene encoding a human GPCR polypeptide Substan 
tially identical to a polypeptide having the amino acid 
sequence set forth in any one of SEQID NOs:488,243,558, 
or 484, said animal having a neurological disease or disorder; 
and determining whether said candidate compound treats said 
neurological disease or disorder. 
0424. In a related embodiment, the present invention pro 
vides a method for identifying a compound for the treatment 
of a neurological disease or disorder, said method comprising 
the steps of contacting a candidate compound with a cell from 
a transgenic animal expressing a transgene encoding a human 
GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a polypeptide 
having the amino acid sequence set forth in any one of SEQ 
ID NOs:488,243,558, or 484; and determining whether said 
candidate compound alters the biological activity or expres 
sion of said GPCR polypeptide, wherein a alteration in the 
biological activity or expression of said GPCR polypeptide 
identifies said candidate compound as a compound useful for 
the treatment of a neurological disease or disorder. 
0425. In yet another embodiment, the present invention 
includes a method for identifying a compound for the treat 
ment of a neurological disease or disorder, said method com 
prising administering a candidate compound to an animal 
comprising a mutation in a gene encoding a polypeptide 
Substantially identical to a polypeptide having the amino acid 
sequence set forth in any one of SEQID NOs:488,243,558, 
or 484; and determining whether said candidate compound 
alters the biological activity or expression of said GPCR 
polypeptide, whereina alteration in the biological activity or 
expression of said GPCR polypeptide identifies said candi 
date compound as a compound useful for the treatment of a 
neurological disease or disorder. 
0426. Another embodiment of the present invention 
includes a method for identifying a compound for the treat 
ment of a neurological disease or disorder, said method com 
prising the steps of administering a candidate compound to an 
animal comprising a mutation in a gene encoding a polypep 
tide Substantially identical to a polypeptide having the amino 
acid sequence set forth in any one of SEQID NOs:488, 243, 
558, or 484, said animal having a neurological disease or 
disorder; and determining whether said candidate compound 
treats said neurological disease or disorder. 
0427. In a related embodiment, the present invention 
includes a method for identifying a compound for the treat 
ment of a neurological disease or disorder, said method com 
prising the steps of contacting a candidate compound with a 
cell from an animal comprising a mutation in a gene encoding 
a polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide having 
the amino acid sequence set forth in any one of SEQ ID 
NOs:488, 243, 558, or 484; and determining whether said 
candidate compound alters the biological activity or expres 
sion of said GPCR polypeptide, wherein a alteration in the 
biological activity or expression of said GPCR polypeptide 
identifies said candidate compound as a compound useful for 
the treatment of a neurological disease or disorder. 
0428. In a related embodiment, the invention further pro 
vides an animal model of a neurological disease or disorder, 
wherein said animal model is a non-human mammal com 
prising a mutation in a first gene encoding a polypeptide 
having the amino acid sequence set forth in any one of SEQ 
ID NOs:488, 243, 558, or 484, and wherein said non-human 
mammal exhibits one or more symptoms of a neurological 
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disease or disorder. In another embodiment, wherein the first 
gene encodes a GPCR polypeptide having the amino acid 
sequence set forth in any one of SEQID NOs:488 or 243, the 
mammal further comprises a mutation in a second gene 
encoding a polypeptide having the amino acid sequence set 
forthin any one of SEQID NOS:552,488 or 243, wherein said 
first and second genes are different. 
0429. In yet another related embodiment, the invention 
includes an animal model of a neurological disease or disor 
der, wherein said animal model is a non-human mammal 
comprising a first transgene encoding a GPCR polypeptide 
having the amino acid sequence set forth in any one of SEQ 
ID NOs:488, 243,558, or 484, and wherein said non-human 
mammal exhibits one or more symptoms of a neurological 
disease or disorder. In another embodiment, wherein the first 
transgene encodes a GPCR polypeptide having the amino 
acid sequence set forth in any one of SEQID NOs:488 or 243, 
the mammal further comprises a second transgene encoding a 
polypeptide having the amino acid sequence set forth in any 
one of SEQID NOS:552, 488 or 243, wherein said first and 
second genes are different. 
0430. In another embodiment, the present invention 
includes a cell isolated from a non-human mammal of the 
present invention. 
0431. In one embodiment, the present invention includes a 
kit for determining the presence of a neurological disease or 
disorder in a patient, wherein said kit comprises a first com 
pound that specifically binds to a polynucleotide having the 
sequence set forth in any one of SEQ ID NOS:1014, 894, 
1049, or 1012, or to a polypeptide having the sequence set 
forth in any one of SEQID NOs:488, 243,558, or 484. In a 
related embodiment, wherein the first compound specifically 
binds to a polynucleotide having the sequence set forth in any 
one of SEQID NOs: 1014 or 894 or to a polypeptide having 
the sequence set forth in any one of SEQID NOs:488 or 243, 
the kit further comprises a second compound that specifically 
binds to a polynucleotide having the sequence set forth in any 
on of SEQID NOs: 1046, 1014, and 894 or to a polypeptide 
having the sequence set forth in any one of SEQID NOS:552, 
488, or 243, wherein said first and second compounds bind to 
different polypeptides or polynucleotides. In certain embodi 
ments, the compound is labeled. The kit may further include 
one or more control samples. 
0432. In certain embodiments, the present invention 
includes a method of treating or preventing a metabolic dis 
ease or disorder in a patient, said method comprising admin 
istering to said patient a first nucleic acid molecule encoding 
a GPCR polypeptide having the amino acid sequence set forth 
in any one of SEQID NOS:552, 488, or 243, or a variant or 
fragment thereof. In one embodiment, this method comprises 
administering to said patient an expression vector comprising 
a nucleic acid molecule operably linked to a promoter, said 
nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR polypeptide having 
the amino acid sequence set forth in any one of SEQ ID 
NOs:552, 488, or 243, or a variant or fragment thereof. In a 
related embodiment, the method further comprises adminis 
tering a second nucleic acid molecule encoding a GPCR 
polypeptide having the amino acid sequence set forth in any 
one of SEQID NOS:552, 488, or 243, or a variant or fragment 
thereof, wherein said first and second nucleic acid molecules 
encode different GPCR polypeptides. 
0433. In related embodiments, the present invention 
includes a method of treating or preventing a metabolic dis 
ease or disorder in a patient, said method comprising admin 
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istering to said patient a first compound that modulates the 
biological activity or expression of a GPCR polypeptide hav 
ing the amino acid sequence set forth in any one of SEQID 
NOs:552, 488, or 243. In another embodiment, the method 
further comprises administering to said patient a second com 
pound that modulates the biological activity or expression of 
a GPCR polypeptide having the amino acid sequence set forth 
in any on of SEQID NOS:552, 488, or 243, wherein said first 
and second compounds modulate different GPCR polypep 
tides. In particular embodiments, said compound is a nucleic 
acid molecule comprising a portion of the polynucleotide 
sequence set forth in any one of SEQID NOs: 1046, 1014, or 
894, or a complement thereof. In certain embodiments, the 
nucleic acid molecule may be a virus, plasmid, antisense 
RNA, ribozyme, or RNAi oligonucleotide. In other embodi 
ments, the compound is an antibody that specifically binds a 
polypeptide having the amino acid sequence set forth in any 
one of SEQID NOS:552,488, or 243. In yet another embodi 
ment, the compound is a small molecule. In certain embodi 
ments, said compound increases the biological activity or 
expression of a polypeptide having the amino acid sequence 
set forthin any one of SEQID NOs:552,488, or 243. In other 
embodiments, said compound decreases the biological activ 
ity or expression of a polypeptide having the amino acid 
sequence set forth in any one of SEQ ID NOS:552, 488, or 
243. In certain embodiments, two or more of such compounds 
are administered, wherein each binds a polypeptide having 
the amino acid sequence set forth in any one of SEQ ID 
NOs:552, 488, or 243. 
0434 In further related embodiments, the present inven 
tion includes methods for determining whether a patient has 
an increased risk for developing a metabolic disease or dis 
order. In one embodiment, said method comprises determin 
ing the presence of a mutation or polymorphism in a first gene 
encoding a GPCR polypeptide having the amino acid 
sequence set forthin any one of SEQID NOS:552,488, or 243 
in a patient, wherein the presence of said mutation or poly 
morphism indicates that said patient has an increased risk for 
developing a metabolic disease or disorder. In a related 
embodiment, the method further comprises determining the 
presence of a mutation or polymorphism in a second gene 
encoding a GPCR polypeptide having the amino acid 
sequence set forth in any one of SEQ ID NOS:552, 488, or 
243, wherein said first and second gene encode different 
GPCR polypeptides, and wherein the presence of mutations 
or polymorphisms in both genes indicates that said patient has 
an increased risk for developing a metabolic disease or dis 
order. 

0435. In another embodiment, the method comprises mea 
Suring in said patient, or a biological sample obtained from 
said patient, the level of biological activity of a first GPCR 
polypeptide having the amino acid sequence set forth in any 
one of SEQID NOS:552,488, or 243, wherein an altered level 
in said biological activity, relative to a normal control level. 
indicates that said patient has an increased risk for developing 
a metabolic disease or disorder. In a related embodiment, the 
method further comprises measuring in said patient, or a 
biological sample obtained from said patient, the level of 
biological activity of a second GPCR polypeptide having the 
amino acid sequence set forth in any one of SEQID NOS:552, 
488, or 243, wherein said first and second GPCR polypep 
tides are different and wherein an altered level in biological 
activity of both the first and second GPCR polypeptides, 
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relative to a normal control levels, indicates that said patient 
has an increased risk for developing a metabolic disease or 
disorder. 
0436. In yet another embodiment, said method comprises 
measuring in said patient, or in a biological sample obtained 
from said patient, the level of expression of a first GPCR 
polypeptide having the amino acid sequence set forth in any 
one of SEQID NOS:552,488, or 243, wherein an altered level 
in said expression, relative to a normal control level, indicates 
that said patient has an increased risk for developing a meta 
bolic disease or disorder. In a related embodiment, the 
method further comprises measuring in said patient, or in a 
biological sample obtained from said patient, the expression 
of a second GPCR polypeptide having the amino acid 
sequence set forth in any one of SEQ ID NOS:552, 488, or 
243, wherein said first and second GPCR polypeptide are 
different and wherein an altered level in expression of both 
GPCRs, relative to a normal control levels, indicates that said 
patient has an increased risk for developing a metabolic dis 
ease or disorder. In one embodiment, expression is deter 
mined by measuring levels of said GPCR polypeptide. In 
particular embodiments, said expression is determined by 
measuring levels of RNA encoding said GPCR polypeptide. 
0437. The present invention also provides methods for 
identifying a compound for the treatment or prevention of a 
metabolic disease or disorder, comprising: contacting a cell 
expressing a GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a 
polypeptide having the amino acid sequence set forth in any 
one of SEQID NOS:552, 488, or 243 with a candidate com 
pound; and measuring the biological activity or expression of 
said GPCR polypeptide expressed in said cell, wherein 
altered biological activity or expression of said GPCR 
polypeptide, relative to a cell not contacted with said com 
pound, indicates that said candidate compound useful for the 
treatment of a metabolic disease or disorder. 

0438. In a related embodiment, the present invention 
includes a method for identifying a compound for the treat 
ment or prevention of a metabolic disease or disorder, said 
method comprising: contacting a GPCR polypeptide Substan 
tially identical to a polypeptide having the amino acid 
sequence set forthin any one of SEQID NOS:552,488, or 243 
with a candidate compound; and determining whether said 
candidate compound binds to said GPCR polypeptide, 
wherein binding of said candidate compound to said GPCR 
polypeptide identifies said candidate compound as a com 
pound useful for the treatment or prevention of a metabolic 
disease or disorder. 

0439. In a further related embodiment, the invention 
includes a method for identifying a compound for the treat 
ment of a metabolic disease or disorder, said method com 
prising administering a candidate compound to a transgenic 
animal expressing a transgene encoding a human GPCR 
polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide having 
the amino acid sequence set forth in any one of SEQ ID 
NOs:552, 488, or 243; and determining whether said candi 
date compound alters the biological activity or expression of 
said GPCR polypeptide, whereina alteration in the biological 
activity or expression of said GPCR polypeptide identifies 
said candidate compound as a compound useful for the treat 
ment of a metabolic disease or disorder. In one embodiment, 
said animal has a mutation in the endogenous gene that is 
orthologous to said transgene. 
0440. In yet a further embodiment, the present invention 
includes a method for identifying a compound for the treat 
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ment of a metabolic disease or disorder, said method com 
prising the steps of administering a candidate compound to a 
transgenic animal expressing in one of its neurological tissues 
a transgene encoding a human GPCR polypeptide Substan 
tially identical to a polypeptide having the amino acid 
sequence set forth in any one of SEQ ID NOS:552, 488, or 
243, said animal having a metabolic disease or disorder, and 
determining whether said candidate compound treats said 
metabolic disease or disorder. 
0441. In a related embodiment, the present invention pro 
vides a method for identifying a compound for the treatment 
of a metabolic disease or disorder, said method comprising 
the steps of contacting a candidate compound with a cell from 
a transgenic animal expressing a transgene encoding a human 
GPCR polypeptide substantially identical to a polypeptide 
having the amino acid sequence set forth in any one of SEQ 
ID NOS:552, 488, or 243; and determining whether said can 
didate compound alters the biological activity or expression 
of said GPCR polypeptide, wherein a alteration in the bio 
logical activity or expression of said GPCR polypeptide iden 
tifies said candidate compound as a compound useful for the 
treatment of a metabolic disease or disorder. 
0442. In yet another embodiment, the present invention 
includes a method for identifying a compound for the treat 
ment of a metabolic disease or disorder, said method com 
prising administering a candidate compound to an animal 
comprising a mutation in a gene encoding a polypeptide 
Substantially identical to a polypeptide having the amino acid 
sequence set forth in any one of SEQ ID NOS:552, 488, or 
243; and determining whether said candidate compound 
alters the biological activity or expression of said GPCR 
polypeptide, whereina alteration in the biological activity or 
expression of said GPCR polypeptide identifies said candi 
date compound as a compound useful for the treatment of a 
metabolic disease or disorder. 

0443 Another embodiment of the present invention 
includes a method for identifying a compound for the treat 
ment of a metabolic disease or disorder, said method com 
prising the steps of administering a candidate compound to an 
animal comprising a mutation in a gene encoding a polypep 
tide Substantially identical to a polypeptide having the amino 
acid sequence set forth in any one of SEQID NOS:552, 488, 
or 243, said animal having a metabolic disease or disorder; 
and determining whether said candidate compound treats said 
metabolic disease or disorder. 

0444. In a related embodiment, the present invention 
includes a method for identifying a compound for the treat 
ment of a metabolic disease or disorder, said method com 
prising the steps of contacting a candidate compound with a 
cell from an animal comprising a mutation in a gene encoding 
a polypeptide Substantially identical to a polypeptide having 
the amino acid sequence set forth in any one of SEQ ID 
NOs:552, 488, or 243; and determining whether said candi 
date compound alters the biological activity or expression of 
said GPCR polypeptide, whereina alteration in the biological 
activity or expression of said GPCR polypeptide identifies 
said candidate compound as a compound useful for the treat 
ment of a metabolic disease or disorder. 

0445. In a related embodiment, the invention further pro 
vides an animal model of a metabolic disease or disorder, 
wherein said animal model is a non-human mammal com 
prising a mutation in a first gene encoding a polypeptide 
having the amino acid sequence set forth in any one of SEQ 
ID NOS:552,488, or 243, and wherein said non-human mam 
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mal exhibits one or more symptoms of a metabolic disease or 
disorder. In another embodiment, the mammal further com 
prises a mutation in a second gene encoding a polypeptide 
having the amino acid sequence set forth in any one of SEQ 
ID NOS:552,488, or 243, wherein said first and second genes 
are different. 

0446. In yet another related embodiment, the invention 
includes an animal model of a metabolic disease or disorder, 
wherein said animal model is a non-human mammal com 
prising a transgene encoding a GPCR polypeptide having the 
amino acid sequence set forth in any one of SEQID NOS:552, 
488, or 243, and wherein said non-human mammal exhibits 
one or more symptoms of a metabolic disease or disorder. 
0447. In another embodiment, the present invention 
includes a cell isolated from the non-human mammal of the 
present invention. 
0448. In one embodiment, the present invention includes a 
kit for determining the presence of a metabolic disease or 
disorder in a patient, wherein said kit comprises a first com 
pound that specifically binds to a polynucleotide having the 
sequence set forth in any on of SEQID NOs: 1046, 1014, and 
894 or to a polypeptide having the sequence set forth in any 
one of SEQ ID NOS:552, 488, or 243. In a related embodi 
ment, the kit further comprises a second compound that spe 
cifically binds to a polynucleotide having the sequence set 
forth in any on of SEQID NOs: 1046, 1014, and 894 or to a 
polypeptide having the sequence set forth in any one of SEQ 
ID NOS:552, 488, or 243, wherein said first and second com 
pounds bind to different polypeptides or polynucleotides. In 
certain embodiments, the compound is labeled. The kit may 
further include one or more control samples. 
0449 In certain embodiments of the methods, animals, 
cells, and kits of the present invention related to GPR8243 
and SREBs, the neurological or metabolic disease or disorder 
is psychosis, Schizophrenia, mania, bipolar disorder, obses 
sive compulsive disorders, autism spectrum disorders, atten 
tion-deficit hyperactivity disorders, dementia, mental retar 
dation, other abnormal social behaviors, or other 
neurodevelopmental disorders. In certain embodiment, the 
metabolic disease or disorder is obesity, diabetes, metabolic 
syndrome, or anorexia. 
0450. In certain embodiments of the methods, animals, 
cells, and kits of the present invention related to GPR88, the 
neurological disease or disorder is a dopamine system-related 
and/or striatal function-related motor function disease or dis 
order or other neurological disease or disorder, such as, e.g., 
Parkinson's disease, Huntington's disease, motor skills dis 
order, restless legs syndrome, other movement disorders, psy 
chosis, Schizophrenia, mania, bipolar disorder, obsessive 
compulsive disorder, autism spectrum disorders, attention 
deficit hyperactivity disorders, dementia, mental retardation, 
drug abuse and addiction, other abnormal Social behaviors, or 
other neurodevelopmental disorders. 
0451. In certain embodiments of the methods, animals, 
cells, and kits of the present invention related to GPR22, the 
neurological disease or disorder is stress, post-traumatic 
stress disorder (PTSD), anxiety, panic attacks, or a mood or 
sleep disorder. 

DEFINITIONS 

0452. By “polypeptide' is meant any chain of more than 
two amino acids, regardless of post-translational modifica 
tion Such as glycosylation or phosphorylation. 
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0453. By “substantially identical' is meant a polypeptide 
or nucleic acid exhibiting at least 50%, preferably 85%, more 
preferably 90%, and most preferably 95% identity to a refer 
ence amino acid or nucleic acid sequence. For polypeptides, 
the length of comparison sequences will generally be at least 
16 amino acids, preferably at least 20 amino acids, more 
preferably at least 25 amino acids, and most preferably 35 
amino acids or the full-length polypeptide. For nucleic acids, 
the length of comparison sequences will generally be at least 
50 nucleotides, preferably at least 60 nucleotides, more pref 
erably at least 75 nucleotides, and most preferably 110 nucle 
otides or the full-length polynucleotide. 
0454 Sequence identity is typically measured using a 
sequence analysis program (e.g., BLAST 2: Tatusova et al., 
FEMS Microbiol Lett. 174:247-250, 1999) with the default 
parameters specified therein. 
0455 By “high stringency conditions” is meant hybridiza 
tion in 2xSSC at 40°C. with a DNA probe length of at least 40 
nucleotides. For other definitions of high Stringency condi 
tions, see F. Ausubel et al., Current Protocols in Molecular 
Biology, pp. 6.3.1-6.3.6. John Wiley & Sons, New York, N.Y., 
1994, hereby incorporated by reference. “Substantially iden 
tical polynucleotides also include those that hybridize under 
high stringency conditions. “Substantially identical 
polypeptides include those encoded by polynucleotides that 
hybridize under high Stringency conditions. 
0456 By “substantially pure polypeptide' is meant a 
polypeptide that has been separated from the components that 
naturally accompany it. Typically, the polypeptide is Substan 
tially pure when it is at least 60%, by weight, free from the 
proteins and naturally-occurring organic molecules with 
which it is naturally associated. Preferably, the polypeptide is 
a GPCR polypeptide that is at least 75%, more preferably at 
least 90%, and most preferably at least 99%, by weight, pure. 
A substantially pure GPCR polypeptide may be obtained, for 
example, by extraction from a natural source (e.g., a pancre 
atic cell), by expression of a recombinant nucleic acid encod 
ing a GPCR polypeptide, or by chemically synthesizing the 
polypeptide. Purity can be measured by any appropriate 
method, e.g., by column chromatography, polyacrylamide 
gel electrophoresis, or HPLC analysis. 
0457. A polypeptide is substantially free of naturally asso 
ciated components when it is separated from those contami 
nants that accompany it in its natural State. Thus, a polypep 
tide which is chemically synthesized or produced in a cellular 
system different from the cell from which it naturally origi 
nates will be substantially free from its naturally associated 
components. Accordingly, Substantially pure polypeptides 
include those that naturally occur in eukaryotic organisms but 
are synthesized in E. coli, yeast or other microbial system. 
0458. By “purified antibody' is meant antibody that is at 
least 60%, by weight, free from proteins and naturally occur 
ring organic molecules with which it is naturally associated. 
Preferably, the preparation is at least 75%, more preferably 
90%, and most preferably at least 99%, by weight, antibody. 
A purified antibody may be obtained, for example, by affinity 
chromatography using recombinantly-produced protein or 
conserved motif peptides and standard techniques. 
0459. By “specifically binds” is meant any small mol 
ecule, peptide, antibody, or polypeptide that recognizes and 
binds, for example, a human GPCR polypeptide but does not 
Substantially recognize and bind other molecules in a sample, 
e.g., a biological sample, that naturally includes the protein. 
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0460. By “polymorphism' is meant that a nucleotide or 
nucleotide region is characterized as occurring in several 
different sequence forms. A "mutation' is a form of a poly 
morphism in which the expression level, stability, function, or 
biological activity of the encoded protein is substantially 
altered. 
0461 By “GPCR related polypeptide' is meant a polypep 
tide having Substantial identity to any of the polypeptides 
listed in Table 1, including polymorphic forms (e.g., 
sequences having one or more SNPs) and splice variants. 
0462 By “GPCR biological activity” is meant measurable 
effect or change in an organism or a cell resulting from the 
modulation of a GPCR at the molecular, cellular, physiologi 
cal or behavioral levels or alteration in the extent of activation 
ordeactivation that can be elicited by an agonist orantagonist. 
0463 “Dominant negative” means an effect of a mutant 
form of a gene product that dominately interferes with the 
function of the normal gene product. 
0464 “Reporter system” means any gene, compound or 
polypeptide whose product can be assayed, measured or 
monitored. Examples include, but are not limited to neomy 
cin (Kang et al., Mol. Cells: 7:502-508, 1997), luciferase 
(Welsh et al., Curr. Opin. Biotechnol. 8:617-622, 1997), lacz, 
(Spergel et al., Prog. Neurobiol. 63:673-686, 2001), aequorin 
(Deo et al., J. Anal. Chem. 369:258-266, 2001) and green 
fluorescent protein (Tsien, Annu. Rev. Biochem. 67:509-544, 
1998). 
0465 “Conditional mutant” is any gene, cell or organism 
for which the expression of the mutant phenotype can be 
controlled through alteration in the temperature, diet or other 
external conditions. 
0466 “Overexpression” means level of expression higher 
than the physiological level of expression. 
0467 “Isolated' or “purified’ means altered from its natu 
ral state, i.e., if it occurs in nature, it has been changed or 
removed from its original environment, or both. For example, 
a polynucleotide or a polypeptide naturally present in a living 
organism is not "isolated, but the same polynucleotide or 
polypeptide separated from the coexisting materials of its 
natural state is "isolated as the term is employed herein. 
Moreover, a polynucleotide or polypeptide that is introduced 
into an organism by transformation, genetic manipulation, or 
by any other recombinant method is "isolated even if it is still 
present in the organism. 
0468 “Polynucleotide’ generally refers to any polyribo 
nucleotide (RNA) or polydeoxyribonucleotide (DNA), which 
may be unmodified or modified RNA or DNA. Polynucle 
otides include, without limitation, single- and double 
stranded DNA, DNA that is a mixture of single- and double 
Stranded regions, single- and double-stranded RNA, and 
RNA that is mixture of single- and double-stranded regions, 
hybrid molecules comprising DNA and RNA that may be 
single-stranded or, more typically, double-stranded or a mix 
ture of single- and double-stranded regions. Polynucleotide 
can also refer to triple helix nucleic acids. 
0469 “Variant” refers to a polynucleotide or polypeptide 
that differs from a reference polynucleotide or polypeptide, 
but retains the essential properties thereof. A typical variant of 
a polynucleotide differs in nucleotide sequence from the ref 
erence polynucleotide. Changes in the nucleotide sequence of 
the variant may or may not alter the amino acid sequence of a 
polypeptide encoded by the reference polynucleotide. Nucle 
otide changes may result in amino acid Substitutions, addi 
tions, deletions, fusions and truncations in the polypeptide 
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encoded by the reference sequence, as discussed below. A 
typical variant of a polypeptide differs in amino acid 
sequence from the reference polypeptide. Generally, alter 
ations are limited so that the sequences of the reference 
polypeptide and the variant are closely similar overall and, in 
many regions, identical. A variant and reference polypeptide 
may differ in amino acid sequence by one or more substitu 
tions, insertions, or deletions in any combination. A Substi 
tuted or inserted amino acid residue may or may not be one 
encoded by the genetic code. Typical conservative Substitu 
tions include Gly, Ala; Val, Ile, Leu: Asp, Glu: Asn., Gln: Ser, 
Thr; Lys, Arg; and Phe and Tyr. A variant of a polynucleotide 
or polypeptide may be naturally occurring Such as an allele, or 
it may be a variant that is not known to occur naturally. 
Non-naturally occurring variants of polynucleotides and 
polypeptides may be made by mutagenesis techniques or by 
direct synthesis. Also included as variants are polypeptides 
having one or more post-translational modifications, for 
instance glycosylation, phosphorylation, methylation, ADP 
ribosylation and the like. Embodiments include methylation 
of the N-terminal amino acid, phosphorylations of serines and 
threonines and modification of C-terminal glycines. 
0470 “Allele refers to one of two or more alternative 
forms of a gene occurring at a given locus in the genome. 
0471. A “transgenic organism as used herein, is any 
organism, including but not limited to animals and plants, in 
which one or more of the cells of the organism contains 
heterologous nucleic acid introduced by way of human inter 
vention, such as by transgenic techniques well known in the 
art. The nucleic acid is introduced into the cell, directly or 
indirectly by introduction into a precursor of the cell, by way 
of deliberate genetic manipulation, such as by microinjection, 
transfection or by infection with a recombinant virus. The 
transgenic organisms contemplated in accordance with the 
present invention include mice, bacteria, cyanobacteria, 
fungi, plants and animals. The isolated DNA of the present 
invention can be introduced into the host by methods known 
in the art, for example infection, transfection, transformation 
or transconjugation. 
0472. A “transgenic mice, as used herein, is a mouse, in 
which one or more of the cells of the organism contains 
nucleic acid introduced by way of human intervention, Such 
as by transgenic techniques well known in the art. The nucleic 
acid is introduced into the cell, directly or indirectly by intro 
duction into a precursor of the cell, by way of deliberate 
genetic manipulation, by methods known in the art, for 
example microinjection, infection, transfection, or transfor 
mation. 
0473. “Transgene' is any exogenously added nucleic acid. 
0474 "Antisense' or “Reverse complement’ means a 
nucleic acid sequence complementary to the messenger 
RNA 
0475 “Single nucleotide polymorphism” or “SNP” refers 
to the occurrence of nucleotide variability at a single nucle 
otide position in the genome, within a population. An SNP 
may occur within a gene or within intergenic regions of the 
genome. SNPs can be assayed using Allele Specific Amplifi 
cation (ASA). For this process, at least three primers are 
required. A common primer is used in reverse complement to 
the polymorphism being assayed. This common primer can 
be between 50 and 1500 bps from the polymorphic base. The 
other two (or more) primers are identical to each other except 
that the final 3' base wobbles to match one of the two (or more) 
alleles that make up the polymorphism. Two (or more) PCR 
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reactions are then conducted on sample DNA, each using the 
common primer and one of the Allele Specific Primers. 
0476 “Splice variant” as used herein refers to cDNA mol 
ecules produced from RNA molecules initially transcribed 
from the same genomic DNA sequence but which have under 
gone alternative RNA splicing. Alternative RNA splicing 
occurs when a primary RNA transcript undergoes splicing, 
generally for the removal of introns, which results in the 
production of more than one distinct mRNA molecules each 
of which may encode different amino acid sequences. The 
term splice variant also refers to the polypeptides encoded by 
the above mRNA molecules. 
0477 “Fusion protein’ refers to a polypeptide encoded by 
two, often unrelated, fused genes or fragments thereof. 
0478 By “candidate compound' or “test compound is 
meant a chemical, be it naturally-occurring or artificially 
derived, that is assayed for its ability to modulate gene activ 
ity or protein stability or binding, expression levels, or activ 
ity, by employing any standard assay method. Test 
compounds may include, for example, peptides, polypep 
tides, synthesized organic molecules, naturally occurring 
organic molecules, polynucleotide molecules, and compo 
nents thereof. 
0479. By “promoter is meant a minimal sequence suffi 
cient to direct transcription. Also included in the invention are 
those promoter elements which are sufficient to render pro 
moter-dependent gene expression controllable for cell type 
specific, tissue-specific, temporal-specific, or inducible by 
external signals or agents; Such elements may be located in 
the 5' or 3' or intron sequence regions of the native gene. 
0480. By “operably linked' is meant that a gene and one or 
more regulatory sequences are connected in Such a way as to 
permit gene expression. 
0481 Other features and advantages of the invention will 
be apparent from the following description of the preferred 
embodiments thereof and from the claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0482 FIG. 1 is a list of GPCR polynucleotides of the 
invention in human and mouse. Polynucleotides are divided 
into four classes, A, B, C, and F/S, according to conventional 
classification of the GPCR superfamily. The “No Class” 
group includes five polynucleotides that cannot be assigned 
to any of the above four classes. Within each class, polynucle 
otides are further grouped into Small families based on ligand 
specificity or, in the case of orphan receptors, significant 
sequence homology (24.0%) within each family. Orphan 
receptors that cannot be grouped by this criterion are alpha 
betically listed at the end of each class. Whenever available, 
names are adopted from the official gene names of the NCBI 
LocusLink database. Orphan GPCRs are indicated with an 
asterisk. Abbreviations: H, human; M, mouse; FMLP, fMet 
Leu-Phe: GNRH; gonadotropin-releasing hormone: PAF, 
platelet-activating factor: INSL3, insulin-like 3: SPC, sphin 
gosylphosphorylcholine; LPC, lysophosphatidylcholine; 
TRH, thyrotropin-releasing hormone: LGR, leucine-rich 
repeat-containing G protein-coupled receptor, SREB, Super 
conserved receptor expressed in brain; GIP, gastric inhibitory 
polypeptide; GHRH, growild typeh hormone-releasing hor 
mone: PACAP, pituitary adenylate cyclase activating 
polypeptide: DAF, decay accelerating factor; GPRC5, G pro 
tein-coupled receptor family C group 5. 
0483 FIG. 2 is a series of phylogenetic trees of human 
GPCRs. Lines corresponding to individual polynucleotides 
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are colored black for those with known ligands, red for orphan 
genes, and blue for genes with 7 trans-membrane domains but 
no homology to known GPCRs. The Class A tree was split 
into two parts due to size considerations (arrow line indicates 
the connection). Families are defined as described in FIG. 1. 
Clusters of GPCRs with significant predictive value as to 
ligands are highlighted in purple on these bootstrap consen 
sus trees (bootstrap values not shown). The ruler at the bottom 
of each tree indicates the horizontal distance equal to 10% 
sequence divergence. 
0484 FIG. 3 is a photograph showing the expression pro 

files of nine GPCRs as identified by RT-PCR. 
0485 FIG. 4 is schematic summary of tissue expression in 
100 GPCR polynucleotides. Polynucleotides were analyzed 
individually by RT-PCR, as shown in FIG.3, and the intensity 
of the observed bands determined by scanning. Each gene is 
represented by a single row of colored boxes, with four dif 
ferent expression levels: no expression—blue; low expres 
sion purple; moderate expression—dark red; strong expres 
sion pure red. Polynucleotides and tissues, as well as 
groups of expression patterns, are indicated. 
0486 FIGS.5a-5h are representative in situ hybridization 
photomicrographs of GPCR expression in the mouse brain. 
FIG. 5a: GPR63 in the Ammons horn (CA) regions of the 
hippocampus. FIG. 5b: PGR7 in the habenula. FIG. 5c: 
GRCA in the cortex and thalamus. FIG. 5d. GPR63 in the 
Purkinje cells of the cerebellum. FIG. 5e: GPR37 in the 
frontal cortex. FIG. 5f: GPR26 in the inferior olive. FIG.5g: 
GPR50 in the cells lining the third ventricle. FIG.5h: PGR15 
in the preoptic region of the hypothalamus. Vertical lines on 
Sagittal mouse brain drawing represent approximate coronal 
plane of photomicrographs. Scale bars=500 um. 
0487 FIGS. 6a-6b. Home Cage Activity data for GPR85. 
FIG. 6A. illustrates the average 24 hour activity of GPR85 
wild type and knock out female mice. FIG. 6B illustrates the 
average 24 hour activity of GPR85 wild type and knockout 
male mice. 
0488 FIGS. 7a-7b. Temperature differences between 
GPR85 knockout and wild type mice. FIG. 7A. SIH results 
showing an increased body temperature change for knockout 
compared to wild type mice. FIG. 7B. Baseline core body 
temperature difference between wild type and knock out 
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0489 FIG.8. Percentage freezing in the conditioned fear 
test. GPR85 knock out mice displayed significantly more 
freezing responses during the context test. 
0490 FIGS. 9a-9b. Acute effects of ethanol-induced 
hypothermia. FIG.9A. Initial sensitivity to the hypothermic 
effects of ethanol as measured by the difference before and 30 
minutes after an i.p. injection of 2.5 g/kg ethanol on two 
consecutive treatment days. GPR85 knockout mice display a 
decreased initial sensitivity to the effects of ethanol. FIG.9B. 
Tolerance to the hypothermic effects of ethanol as shown by 
the difference in the change of core body temperature for day 
1 and day 2. 
0491 FIG. 10 is a graph demonstrating that mice in which 
both GPR85 and SREB3 have been knocked out (DKO) are 
hyperactive as assessed in the open field activity test. Data 
plotted are in 4-min bins. Compared to wild type (WT) mice, 
the DKO mice exhibit increased locomotor activity as mea 
sured by the total distance traveled in the chamber (p<0.05, 
repeated measures ANOVA, n=12-14 per group), whereas the 
SREB3 and GPR85 single knock-outs (Kos) do not behave 
differently from WT. 
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0492 FIGS. 11a–11b are graphs demonstrating that DKO 
mice have reduced prepulse inhibition (PPI). The startle 
responses to 120 dB noise alone are not significantly altered 
in any of the KO strains (FIG. 11a). There is significant 
reduction of PPI (FIG.11b) in DKO mice at all prepulse levels 
(**p<0.01, ***p-0.001, n=19-22 per group, Student's t-test). 
There is also a partial reduction of PPI in GPR85 KO but not 
SREB3 KO. 
0493 FIG. 12 is a graph demonstrating that DKO mice are 
less anxious or have less obsessive behavior in the marble 
burying test. There is a significant reduction of number of 
marbles buried by DKO mice (***p-0.001, n=19-22 per 
group, Student's t-test) but not GPR85 KO or SREB3 KO. 
0494 FIG. 13 is a graph showing that DKO mice are 
impaired in nest building. At all time points examined after a 
piece of nesting material is given, the DKO mice show sig 
nificant impairment in building the nest (*p-0.01, **p-0. 
001, n=7-10 per group, Mann-Whitney U test). GPR85 KO 
mice also show significant impairment at 1 h and 2 h time 
points (p<0.05, **p-0.01), while SREB3 KO mice have no 
significant impairment. 
0495 FIGS. 14a and 14b are graphs demonstrating that 
DKO mice have reduced aggressive behavior in the resident 
intruder test. Only WT and DKO, but not GPR85 KO or 
SREB3 KO, were tested. The total numbers of all social 
interactive behavior exhibited by the WT or DKO resident 
mice, including Sniffing, tail chasing and attacking, do not 
differ significantly by genotype (FIG. 14a). There is a signifi 
cant reduction of aggressive behavior, i.e. attacking the 
intruder mice, in the DKO mice (**p-0.01, n=16DKO, 
21WT. Student's t-test, FIG. 14b). 
0496 FIGS. 15a and 15b are graphs demonstrating that 
aged GPR85 KO mice are also impaired in nest building. 
When tested at 16-18 months of age, both male (FIG. 15a) 
and female (FIG. 15b) GPR85 KO mice show significant 
impairment in building the nest at all time points examined 
(p<0.05, **p-0.01, **p<0.001, n=6-9 per group, Mann 
Whitney U test). 
0497 FIGS. 16a and 16b are graphs that demonstrate that 
older GPR85 KO mice also have reduced prepulse inhibition 
(PPI). The same animals are tested at young (3 months, FIG. 
16a) and old (17 months, FIG. 16b) ages. There is a signifi 
cant reduction of PPI in old GPR85 KO mice (p<0.05, it 
p=0.066, n=6-9 per group, Student's t-test). 
0498 FIGS. 17a-17d are graphs depicting GPR85 KO 
mice body weight and body length. Growth curves were 
generated by measuring the animals weight and length every 
one or two weeks. Both male and female KO mice have lower 
body weight and length than WT, with more significant geno 
type difference in female mice. P values at 70 weeks are: 
female weight p-0.0001 (FIG. 17a), male weight p=0.12 
(FIG. 17b), female length p-0.0001 (FIG. 17c), male length 
p<0.05 (FIG. 17d) (n=8-10 per group, Student's t-test). 
0499 FIGS. 18a and 18b are graphs demonstrating that 
GPR85 KO mice have normal baseline food intake. There is 
no significant difference in the amount of daily food intake 
between genotypes in either male (FIG. 18b) or female (FIG. 
18a) mice (n=8-10 per group, Student's t-test). 
(0500 FIGS. 19a and 19b are graphs demonstrating that 
GPR85 KO mice eat less after a fasting challenge. Mice are 
Subjected to a 24-hr fasting and then re-feeding. The amount 
of food eaten and the animal's body weight are measured at 1 
h, 4 h and 24 h after re-feeding. Daily food intake is also 
measured for Days 2-5. Both male (FIG. 19a) and female 
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(FIG. 19b) KO mice have significantly less cumulative food 
intake during re-feeding than WT mice (p<0.05, *p-0.01, 
n=8-10 per group, Student's t-test). 
0501 FIGS. 20a and 20b are graphs showing that GPR85 
KO mice are slow to recover body weight after a fasting 
challenge. Body weight changes are monitored in the same 
experiment as in FIG. 19. Both male and female KO mice lost 
the same amount of weight as the WT mice after the fasting 
(FIGS. 20a and 20b, respectively). However, during re-feed 
ing, both male and female KO mice are significantly slowerin 
regaining their body weight than WT mice (p<0.05, **p<0. 
01, n=8-10 per group, Student's t-test). 
0502 FIG. 21 is a graph showing that GPR85 KO mice 
have lower baseline body temperature. Baseline body tem 
perature is measured by a rectal probe on singly housed, 
resting mice. Both male and female KO mice have signifi 
cantly lower body temperature than WT mice (p<0.05, n=9- 
11 per group, Student's t-test). 
0503 FIGS. 22a-22d are graphs demonstrating that 
female GPR85 KO mice have lower percentage of white fat. 
DEXA analysis shows that KO mice have significantly lower 
total fat mass than WT mice (p<0.05, n=10 per group, Stu 
dent's t-test, FIG. 22a). KO mice have significantly lower 
amount of white fat (p<0.01, FIG. 21b) but normal amount of 
brown fat (FIG. 21c). The percentage of white fat versus the 
whole body weight is also significantly lower in KO mice 
(p<0.01) by ~33% (FIG.22d). 
0504 FIG. 23 provides graphs showing that GPR85 KO 
mice have slightly reduced leptin and insulin levels. There is 
a trend of reduction of baseline plasma leptin and insulin 
levels in both male and female KO mice (n=7-10 per group, 
top four panels), but these differences are not statistically 
significant. There is no difference in IGF-1 level between 
genotypes (bottom two panels). 
0505 FIGS. 24a-24d demonstrate that aged male GPR85 
KO mice have improved glucose tolerance. Old (16 months) 
male GPR85 KO mice have significantly lower fed and fast 
ing glucose levels compared to WT mice (FIGS. 24a and 24b, 
*p-0.05, *p-0.01, n=7-10 per group, Student's t-test). 
These mice are given an insulin challenge or a glucose chal 
lenge. In the insulin challenge test (FIG. 24c), mice are fasted 
for 4 hours and then injected with 0.75 U/kg insulin via i.p., 
and blood glucose levels are measured at different time points 
afterwards. KO mice have significantly lower glucose levels 
and are slower in recovery (p<0.05, *p-0.01). In the glu 
cose challenge test (FIG. 24d), mice are injected with 2 g/kg 
glucose via i.p., and blood glucose levels are measured at 
different time points afterwards. KO mice are faster in clear 
ing glucose than WT at 1 hr post injection (p<0.05). 
0506 FIGS. 25a and 25b are graphs showing that DKO 
mice have greatly reduced body weight and body length. 
Growth curves are generated by measuring the animal's 
weight and length every two or four weeks. Both male and 
female DKO mice have significantly lower body weight and 
length than WT, with more significant genotype difference in 
male mice (n=8-10 per group, Student's t-test). Male DKO 
mice weigh 27% less than WT (p<0.0001, FIG.25a). Female 
DKO mice weigh 18% less than WT (p<0.01, FIG. 25b). 
0507 FIG. 26 provides graphs showing that DKO mice eat 
more food per gram body weight. Both male and female DKO 
mice have lower baseline body weight than WT (upper pan 
els, p<0.05, **p-0.001, Student's t-test, n=6-10 per group, 
ages 3-5 months). When normalized to their body weights, 
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both male and female DKO mice eat more food per gram body 
weight (lower panels, *p-0.05, **p-0.001). 
(0508 FIG. 27 is a graph demonstrating that GPR88 
knock-out (KO) mice are impaired in motor coordination as 
assessed by the rotarod test. Each mouse was tested for 4 trials 
per day, and the latency to fall from the rotating rod with 
accelerating rotating speed was averaged across the 4 trials. 
The KO mice (n=16) had significantly shorter latency com 
pared to wild type (WT) mice (n=18) in each of the four 
testing days (p<0.01 for day 1, p<0.001 for days 2-4, Stu 
dent's t-test). 
0509 FIGS. 28a-28d are graphs demonstrating that 
GPR88 KO mice are hyperactive in the open field activity test. 
Mice were placed in the novel chamber and their locomotor 
activities were monitored for 20 min. Data plotted are in 
4-min bins. Compared to WT mice (n=18), the KO mice 
(n=18) had increased horizontal activity (p<0.05, repeated 
measures ANOVA, FIG. 28a), total distance traveled in the 
chamber (p<0.05, FIG. 28b), vertical/rearing activity (p<0. 
001, FIG. 28c) and stereotypy behavior (p<0.05, FIG. 28d). 
0510 FIG. 29 is a graph demonstrating that GPR88 KO 
mice are hypersensitive to amphetamine-induced hyperactiv 
ity. Mice were injected with amphetamine (2.5 mg/kg) via i.p. 
The mice were placed in the activity chambers 30 minutes 
after amphetamine injection, and their locomotor activities 
were monitored for 20 min. Compared to baseline locomotor 
activity in the absence of drugs, both WT and KO mice had 
significantly higher activity after amphetamine administra 
tion (p<0.001 respectively). However, the activity level of KO 
mice (n=18) was much higher than that of the WT mice 
(n=18) (p<0.001 for the first 4-min block, p<0.05 for the 
second 4-min block, p<0.05 during the whole 20-min period). 
There was a strong genotypextreatment interaction for the 
first 4-min block (F(3,68)=10.5, p<0.01, two-way ANOVA). 
0511 FIGS. 30a and 30b are graphs demonstrating that 
GPR88 KO mice tend to be more sensitive to amphetamine 
induced reduction of prepulse inhibition (PPI). GPR88 KO 
(n=20) and WT (n=21) mice in the inbred 129sv background 
were tested for baseline PPI, and there was no significant 
difference between genotypes (pa0.3, repeated measures 
ANOVA). Several weeks later, the mice were injected with 
amphetamine (2.5 mg/kg) via i.p. and tested for PPI 30 min 
utes later. The startle responses to the 120 dB stimulus of both 
WT and KO were significantly decreased after amphetamine 
treatment, and there was no significant difference between 
genotypes (pa0.5, FIG.30a). There was significant reduction 
of PPI in both WT and KO after amphetamine treatment 
(p<0.001 for both, FIG. 30b). There was a trend of more 
reduction of PPI in KO than WT(p=0.091, repeated measures 
ANOVA). 
0512 FIGS. 31a and 31b are graphs demonstrating that 
GPR22 knock-out (KO) mice are hypoactive and more anx 
ious in the open field activity test. Mice were placed in the 
novel chamber and their locomotor activities were monitored 
for 20 min. Data plotted are in 4-min bins. Compared to wild 
type (WT) mice (n=23), the KO mice (n=27) traveled less 
distance during the testing period (p<0.05, repeated measures 
ANOVA) (FIG.31a), and spent less time in the center arena of 
the chamber (p<0.05, Student's t-test) (FIG. 31b). 
0513 FIG. 32 is a graph demonstrating that GPR22 KO 
mice are more anxious than WT controls in the light-dark box 
test. In this test, less number of transitions between the light 
and dark compartments and more time spent in the dark 
compartment are two indicators for increased anxiety in ani 
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mals. Compared to WT mice (n=21), the KO mice (n=26) had 
less number of transitions between the light and dark com 
partments (p<0.05, Student's t-test), and spent less time in the 
light compartment (p<0.05). 
0514 FIG. 33 is a graph demonstrating that GPR22 KO 
mice are hyperactive at night in their home cages. Data plot 
ted are in 1-hr bins. Compared to WT mice (n=23), the KO 
mice (n=23) had significantly higher locomotor activity lev 
els during the night time (p<0.01, repeated measures 
ANOVA). During the daytime, locomotor activity levels were 
not significantly different between genotypes. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

0515 G protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) include 
receptors for neurotransmitters, light, odors, hormones, and 
molecules used for communication in the immune system. 
GPCRs are by far the largest family of receptors known. It is 
believed that there are as many as 1,000 different GPCRs for 
odor recognition alone. The present invention is based, in 
part, upon the identification and characterization of novel 
human and mouse GPCRs. 
0516. The present invention is based, in part, on the iden 

tification of GPCRs that are expressed in the brain and asso 
ciated with neurological and/or metabolic diseases and dis 
orders, wherein said GPCRs are GPR88, GPR22, or belong to 
a family of polypeptides called SREBs (Super-Conserved 
Receptors Expressed in Brain), and have a polypeptide 
sequence set forth in any one of SEQID NOs: 552, 488,243, 
558, and 484. These sequences correspond to SREBs termed 
GPR85 (SREB2), GPR27 (SREB1), and GPR173 (SREB3), 
GPR88, and GPR22, respectively. The polynucleotide 
sequences of GPR85, SREB1, SREB3, GPR88, and GPR22 
are provided in SEQ ID NO: s 1046, 1014, 894, 1049, and 
1012, respectively. The sequences of the mouse polypeptide 
and polynucleotide homologs are provided in SEQID NOs: 
553 and 1337 (mouse GPR85 polypeptide and polynucle 
otide), SEQID NOs:489 and 1305 (mouse SREB1 polypep 
tide and polynucleotide), SEQID NOS:244 and 245 (mouse 
SREB3 polypeptide and polynucleotide), SEQ ID NOS:559 
and 1340 (mouse GPR88 polypeptide and polynucleotide), 
and SEQID NOs:485 and 1303 (mouse GPR22 polypeptide 
and polynucleotide. All of these sequences are included 
within the full scope of the present invention. 
0517. The SREB family of GPCRs is extraordinarily con 
served among vertebrate species. The SREB family consists 
of at least three members, termed SREB1, SREB2, and 
SREB3. SREB members share 52-63% amino acid identity 
with each other and show some similarity to previously 
known rhodopsin-like GPCRs. Amino acid sequence identity 
between human and rat orthologues is 97% for SREB1 and 
99% for SREB3, while the SREB2 sequence is surprisingly 
completely identical between the species. Furthermore, 
amino acid sequence of Zebrafish SREB2 and SREB3 are 94 
and 78% identical to mammal orthologues, respectively. 
Northern blot analysis revealed that SREB members are pre 
dominantly expressed in the brain regions and genital organs. 
Radiation hybrid analysis localized SREB1, SREB2, and 
SREB3 genes to different human chromosomes, namely 
3p21-p14, 7q31 and Xp11, respectively. The high sequence 
conservation and abundant expression in the central nervous 
system suggest that SREBs play fundamental roles in the 
nervous system. 
0518. As described in US Patent Application Publication 
No. US 2006/0134109, SREB polynucleotides and/or 
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polypeptides are expressed in a variety of neurological tis 
Sues, including, hypothalamus, amygdalae, pituitary, female 
brain, male brain, brainstem, cerebellum, cortex, frontal cor 
tex, hippocampus, striatum, and thalamus. According to the 
present invention, it has now been found that disruption of 
two or more SREBs, e.g., GPR85 and SREB3, in mice leads 
to increased neurological abnormalities, thereby demonstrat 
ing that SREBs play a fundamental role in these biological 
processes underlying these neurological conditions. In addi 
tion, disruption of GPR85, alone or in combination with a 
disruption in a second SREB, resulted in lower body weight 
and improved glucose tolerance, Suggesting that SREBs also 
play a role in metabolic diseases and disorder, Such as obesity 
and diabetes. These results further suggest that the SREBs 
may play overlapping or redundant roles in the nervous and 
metabolic systems and that modulating the activity of expres 
sion of two or more SREBs may be used to treat associated 
neurological and metabolic diseases and disorders. 
0519 Accordingly, the present invention includes meth 
ods of modulating the biological activity or expression of one 
or more SREBs, which are useful in treating neurological and 
metabolic diseases and disorders. The present invention pro 
vides modulators of one or more SREBs, pharmaceutical 
compositions comprising modulators of one or more SREBs, 
and methods of use thereof to treat or prevent neurological 
and metabolic diseases. In addition, given the association 
between SREBs and neurological and metabolic diseases and 
disorders, the present invention further includes methods of 
diagnosing or detecting neurological and metabolic diseases 
or disorders based upon detecting mutations in one or more 
SREB genes, or alterations in the biological activity or 
expression of one or more SREBs as compared to normal. 
0520. In various embodiments, methods and compounds 
of the present invention may be used to modulate one of the 
three SREBs described herein, while in other embodiments, 
methods and compounds of the present invention are used to 
modulate two more, e.g., two or three, of the SREBs. These 
methods may employ two or more different modulators, each 
targeting one or more different SREBs. However, given the 
high degree of sequence similarity between the SREBs, the 
present invention also contemplates using one modulator 
having the ability to modulate two or more SREBs. For 
example, Such a modulator may be an antibody that binds to 
a conserved extracellular region of SREB1 and SREB2. 
SREB1 and SREB3, SREB2 and SREB3, or SREB1, SREB2, 
and SREB3. 

0521. The present invention is based, in part, on the iden 
tification that GPR88 is expressed in the brain and associated 
with neurological diseases and disorders. As described in US 
Patent Application Publication No. US 2006/0134109, 
GPR88 polynucleotides and/or polypeptides are expressed in 
a variety of neurological tissues, including, hypothalamus, 
amygdale, female brain, male brain, brainstem, cortex, fron 
tal cortex, hippocampus, striatum, and thalamus. According 
to the present invention, it has now been found that GPR88 is 
anatomically and functionally involved with the dopamine 
system and striatal function, thereby suggesting that deregu 
lation of GPR88 expression or activity is associated with a 
variety of dopamine system- or striatal function-related 
motor function disease or disorder or other neurological dis 
ease or disorder, such as, e.g., Parkinson's disease, Hunting 
ton's disease, motor skills disorder, restless legs syndrome, 
other movement disorders, psychosis, Schizophrenia, mania, 
bipolar disorder, obsessive compulsive disorder, autism spec 
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trum disorders, attention-deficit hyperactivity disorders, 
dementia, mental retardation, drug abuse and addiction, other 
abnormal social behaviors, or other neurodevelopmental dis 
ease or disorder. 

0522. Accordingly, the present invention includes meth 
ods of modulating the biological activity or expression of 
GPR88, which are useful in treating neurological diseases 
and disorders, including dopamine system or striatal func 
tion-related motor function disease or disorder or other neu 
rological disease or disorder, such as, e.g., Parkinson's dis 
ease, Huntington's disease, motor skills disorder, restless legs 
syndrome, other movement disorders, psychosis, Schizophre 
nia, mania, bipolar disorder, obsessive compulsive disorder, 
autism spectrum disorders, attention-deficit hyperactivity 
disorders, dementia, mental retardation, drug abuse and 
addiction, other abnormal social behaviors, or other neurode 
velopmental disease or disorder. The present invention pro 
vides modulators of GPR88, pharmaceutical compositions 
comprising modulators of GPR88, and methods of use 
thereof to treat or prevent neurological diseases. In addition, 
given the association between GPR88 and neurological dis 
eases and disorders, the present invention further includes 
methods of diagnosing or detecting neurological diseases or 
disorders based upon detecting mutations in the GPR88 gene, 
or alterations in the biological activity or expression of 
GPR88 as compared to normal. 
0523 The present invention is based, in part, on the iden 

tification that GPR22 is expressed in the brain and associated 
with neurological diseases and disorders, including stress, 
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), anxiety, panic attacks, 
or a mood or sleep disorder. As described in US Patent Appli 
cation Publication No. US 2006/0134109, GPR22 polynucle 
otides and/or polypeptides are expressed in a variety of neu 
rological tissues, including, hypothalamus, amygdala, 
pituitary, female brain, male brain, brainstem, cerebellum, 
cortex, frontal cortex, hippocampus, striatum, and thalamus. 
According to the present invention, it has now been found that 
disruption of GPR22 in mice leads to increased anxiety and 
stress, thereby demonstrating that GPR22 plays a fundamen 
tal role in the biological processes underlying these neuro 
logical conditions. 
0524. Accordingly, the present invention includes meth 
ods of modulating the biological activity or expression of 
GPR22, which are useful in treating neurological diseases 
and disorders, including stress, post-traumatic stress disorder 
(PTSD), anxiety, panic attacks, and mood or sleep disorders. 
The present invention provides modulators of GPR22, phar 
maceutical compositions comprising modulators of GPR22, 
and methods of use thereof to treat or prevent neurological 
diseases. In addition, given the association between GPR22 
and neurological diseases and disorders, the present invention 
further includes methods of diagnosing or detecting neuro 
logical diseases or disorders based upon detecting mutations 
in the GPR22 gene, or alterations in the biological activity or 
expression of GPR22 as compared to normal. 

Methods of Treating and Preventing Neurological and Meta 
bolic Diseases and Disorders 

0525. The present invention provides methods of treating 
or preventing a disease or disorder by modulating the activity 
or expression of a GPCR normally expressed in a tissue 
associated with the disease or disorder, including those tis 
Sues and associated diseases an disorders described herein. 
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0526 In certain embodiment, the present invention 
includes methods of modulating the biological activity or 
expression of one or more SREBs, which methods may be 
used to treat or prevent a disease or disorder, including any 
one of those described herein. In particular embodiments, the 
neurological disease or disorder is psychosis, Schizophrenia, 
mania, bipolar disorder, obsessive compulsive disorders, 
autism spectrum disorders, attention-deficit hyperactivity 
disorders, dementia, mental retardation, other abnormal 
social behaviors, or other neurodevelopmental disorders. In 
certain embodiments, the metabolic disease is obesity, diabe 
tes, metabolic syndrome, or anorexia. In particular embodi 
ments, these methods comprise modulating the biological 
activity or expression of two or more SREBs. In one embodi 
ment, the methods comprise modulating the biological activ 
ity of GRCR85 and SREB1, or GPCR85 and SREB3. 
0527 The present invention also includes methods of 
modulating the biological activity or expression of GPR88, 
which methods may be used to treat or prevent a neurological 
condition, including any of those described in U.S. Patent 
Application Publication No. US2006/0134109. In particular 
embodiments, the neurological disease or disorder is a 
dopamine system- or striatal function-related motor function 
disease or disorder or other neurological disease or disorder, 
Such as, e.g., Parkinson's disease, Huntington's disease, 
motor skills disorder, restless legs syndrome, other move 
ment disorders, psychosis, Schizophrenia, mania, bipolar dis 
order, obsessive compulsive disorder, autism spectrum disor 
ders, attention-deficit hyperactivity disorders, dementia, 
mental retardation, drug abuse and addiction, other abnormal 
Social behaviors, or other neurodevelopmental disease or dis 
order. 

0528. The present invention includes methods of modu 
lating the biological activity or expression of GPR22, which 
methods may be used to treat or prevent a neurological con 
dition. In particular embodiments, the neurological disease or 
disorder is stress, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), 
anxiety, panic attacks, or a mood or sleep disorder. 
0529 Invarious embodiments, methods or modulating the 
biological activity or expression of a GPCR, e.g., one or more 
SREBs, GPR88, or GPR22, include either increasing the 
activity or expression of a GPCR or decreasing the activity or 
expression of a GPCR. This may be accomplished geneti 
cally, e.g., by introducing a GPCR transgene into a cell or 
animal or by mutating or disrupting genes encoding A GPCR 
in a cell or animal. This may also be accomplished using one 
or more compounds that bind to GPCR polypeptides or poly 
nucleotides, or bind to another molecule that regulates the 
expression or activity or a GPCR, e.g., compounds that bind 
to a GPCR ligand or a transcriptional repressor that binds the 
promoter of a GPCR gene. Accordingly, the methods of the 
present invention may directly affect the activity or expres 
sion of a GPCR, or they may indirectly affect the activity or 
expression of a GPCR. In particular embodiments, wherein 
the activity of more than one SREB is modulated, these meth 
ods are practiced using more than one agent, each which 
modulates a particular SEB being modulated. 
0530 Methods that involve increasing the expression or 
activity of one or more GPCRs are particularly useful in 
treating or preventing disease states or conditions character 
ized by insufficient GPCR signaling (e.g., as a result of insuf 
ficient activity of one or more GPCR ligands). Methods that 
involve decreasing the expression or activity of one or more 
GPCRs are particularly useful in treating or preventing dis 
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ease states or conditions characterized by excessive GPCR 
signaling. These methods may involve administering a com 
pound that modulates one or more GPCRs, wherein the com 
pound is either an agonist or antagonist of one or more 
GPCRs to a cell or patient. 
0531. In one embodiment, the present invention includes a 
method of treating or preventing a neurological or metabolic 
disease or disorder in a mammal, comprising administering 
one or more polynucleotides that encode a GPCR, or a func 
tional variant or fragment thereof, to said mammal, wherein 
said polynucleotides are expressed in said mammal. In certain 
embodiments, the polynucleotide is an expression vector, and 
in other embodiments, the polynucleotide is a transgene. In 
particular embodiments, a neurological or metabolic disease 
is treated or prevented by administering one or more poly 
nucleotides that encode a SREB. In particular embodiments, 
a neurological or metabolic disease is treated or prevented by 
administering two or more polynucleotides that encode 
polypeptides selected from SREB1, SREB2, and SREB3. In 
other embodiments, a neurological disease is treated or pre 
vented by administered a polynucleotide that encodes GPR88 
or GPR22. 

0532. In another embodiment, the present invention 
includes a method of treating or preventing a neurological or 
metabolic disease or disorder in a mammal, comprising 
administering one or more GPCR polypeptides, or a func 
tional variant or fragment thereof, to said mammal. In par 
ticular embodiments, a neurological or metabolic disease is 
treated or prevented by administering one or more SREB 
polypeptides. In particular embodiments, a neurological or 
metabolic disease is treated or prevented by administering 
two or more polypeptides selected from SREB1, SREB2, and 
SREB3. In other embodiments, a neurological disease is 
treated or prevented by administered a GPR88 or GPR22 
polypeptide. 
0533. In one embodiment, the present invention includes a 
method of treating or preventing a neurological or metabolic 
disease or disorder in a mammal, comprising administering 
one or more polynucleotides comprising a sequence identical 
to a region of a SREB polynucleotide sequence set forth in 
any one of SEQID NOS:2, 4, or 6 or a complement thereof, to 
said mammal, wherein said polynucleotide inhibits expres 
sion of one or more SREBs. In certain embodiments, the 
polynucleotide is an expression vector, and in particular 
embodiments, the polynucleotide is an antisense RNA, an 
RNAi molecule, or a ribozyme. 
0534. In one embodiment, the present invention includes a 
method of treating or preventing a neurological disease or 
disorder in a mammal, comprising administering a poly 
nucleotide comprising a sequence identical to a region of the 
GPR88 polynucleotide sequence set forth in SEQID NO:2 or 
a complement thereof, to said mammal, wherein said poly 
nucleotide inhibits expression of GPR88. In certain embodi 
ments, the polynucleotide is an expression vector, and in 
particular embodiments, the polynucleotide is an antisense 
RNA, an RNAi molecule, or a ribozyme. 
0535 In one embodiment, the present invention includes a 
method of treating or preventing a neurological disease or 
disorder in a mammal, comprising administering a poly 
nucleotide comprising a sequence identical to a region of the 
GPR22 polynucleotide sequence set forth in SEQID NO:2 or 
a complement thereof, to said mammal, wherein said poly 
nucleotide inhibits expression of GPR22. In certain embodi 
ments, the polynucleotide is an expression vector, and in 
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particular embodiments, the polynucleotide is an antisense 
RNA, an RNAi molecule, or a ribozyme. 
0536. In another embodiment, the present invention 
includes a method of treating or preventing a neurological or 
metabolic disease or disorder in a mammal, comprising 
administering one or more antibodies that specifically bind to 
a SREB polypeptide having the sequence set forth in any one 
of SEQID NOs: 1, 3, or 5 to said mammal. In one embodi 
ment, the antibodies inhibit a biological activity of a SREB, 
while in another embodiment, the antibodies increase a bio 
logical activity of a SREB. 
0537. In another embodiment, the present invention 
includes a method of treating or preventing a neurological 
disease or disorder in a mammal, comprising administering 
an antibody that specifically binds to the GPR88 polypeptide 
having the sequence set forth in SEQID NO:1 to said mam 
mal. In one embodiment, the antibody inhibits a biological 
activity of GPR88, while in another embodiment, the anti 
body increases a biological activity of GPR88. 
0538. In another embodiment, the present invention 
includes a method of treating or preventing a neurological 
disease or disorder in a mammal, comprising administering 
an antibody that specifically binds to the GPR22 polypeptide 
having the sequence set forth in SEQID NO:1 to said mam 
mal. In one embodiment, the antibody inhibits a biological 
activity of GPR22, while in another embodiment, the anti 
body increases a biological activity of GPR22. 
0539. The present invention further includes a method of 
treating or preventing a neurological or metabolic disease or 
disorder in a mammal, comprising administering one or more 
small molecules that specifically binds to a SREB polypep 
tide having the sequence set forth in any one of SEQID NOs: 
1, 3, or 5 to said mammal. In one embodiment, the Small 
molecule inhibits a biological activity of a SREB, while in 
another embodiment, the Small molecule increases a biologi 
cal activity of a SREB. 
0540. The present invention further includes a method of 
treating or preventing a neurological disease or disorder in a 
mammal, comprising administering a small molecule that 
specifically binds to the GPR88 polypeptide having the 
sequence set forth in SEQID NO:1 to said mammal. In one 
embodiment, the small molecule inhibits a biological activity 
of GPR88, while in another embodiment, the small molecule 
increases a biological activity of GPR88. 
0541. The present invention further includes a method of 
treating or preventing a neurological disease or disorder in a 
mammal, comprising administering a small molecule that 
specifically binds to the GPR22 polypeptide having the 
sequence set forth in SEQID NO:1 to said mammal. In one 
embodiment, the small molecule inhibits a biological activity 
of GPR22, while in another embodiment, the small molecule 
increases a biological activity of GPR22. 
0542. These methods may be readily adapted for use of 
any compound that modulates a biological activity or expres 
sion of a GPCR, including those specifically described 
herein. In certain embodiments, two or more compounds that 
modulate a GPCR, e.g., an SREB, are administered simulta 
neously or sequentially. These two or more compounds may 
modulate the same of different GPCRs, e.g., SREBs. 
0543. The methods of the present invention may be used to 
treat or prevent a variety of neurological or metabolic diseases 
and disorders in an animal. Thus, the present invention pro 
vide methods of treating or preventing a neurological or meta 
bolic disease or disorder in an animal, comprising adminis 




























































































































































































































































